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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Iron-sulfur systems are ubiquitous in biological and geological environments. 
They range from molecular scale [2Fe-2S] clusters to nanometer scale particles to 
micrometer scale minerals. Across the length scale, each system has unique structural and 
functional roles with respect to its environment, such as metalloproteins or hydrothermal 
vents. Therefore, it is of great interest to understand the electronic and geometric 
structural properties that give a wide range of reactivity. The main focus of this 
dissertation is to investigate the possible connections among the different size scales 
using a primary technique, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), by gaining an 
understanding into the relationship between the system size and properties. X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool to probe geometric and electronic structures 
across the entire length scale. In this work, extend x-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) analysis method was applied to determine geometric structure of the protein 
bound, molecular iron-sulfur cluster of HydA. It was found to contain a preformed [4Fe-
4S] cluster. This method combined with Fe/S K-edge XANES analysis was applied to 
spore photoproduct lyase metalloprotein to structurally characterize the [4Fe-4S] cluster 
and its interaction with SAM. The Fe K-edge EXAFS and Fe/S K-edge XANES provide 
evidence for a cluster distortion upon interacting with SAM as a new EXAFS feature, 
indicating the presence of longer Fe-Fe distances and this provides new insights into the 
structure of radical SAM enzymes. At the nanometer scale, mineral and protein 
encapsulated particles were investigated with a possible link between molecular and 
micrometer scale. A reference library of FeS systems was established to describe the 
variation in bonding and structure. Also, a considerable amount was learned about XAS 
detection methods, and this was applied to the micrometer scale systems. From EXAFS 
and XANES analysis, the modified surface of pyrite was revealed to have an intermediate 
layer of Fe(I)-S phase with a metallic iron surface, and a reaction scheme was proposed. 
These studies of the different size iron-sulfur systems provide insights into the change in 
the electronic and geometric structures, and a model was proposed to describe the effects 
of size on the electronic and geometric structure. 
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CHAPTER 1  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Iron Sulfur Systems 
 
 

Iron-sulfur systems are found throughout the earth. These systems are important 

in environmental, geological, material, and biological sciences. In geology, pyrite (FeS2) 

exhibits a profound effect on its environment1-4. Also, pyrite has been investigated as a 

relevant mineral surface for the activation of small molecules.5 In environmental science, 

iron sulfur precipitates play an important role in sequestration and remobilization of 

heavy metal contaminates.6, 7 In material science, the nanometer scale iron sulfides 

particles from structurally controlled synthesis is proposed to have potential as biological 

sensors, drug carriers and diagnostic agents.8 In metalloenzymology, molecular iron-

sulfur clusters9 are ubiquitous.10, 11 A wide-variety of metalloproteins and 

metalloenzymes contain iron-sulfur clusters. These are involved in a variety of biological 

processes, such as electron transfer,12-14 small molecule activation,15-18 atom abstraction,19 

DNA repair,20 and signal transduction.21 

An insightful way to investigate the chemical interactions within iron-sulfur 

systems is to consider how the size of iron-sulfur systems that cross more than 6 orders of 

magnitude (micro – nano – molecular) affect their electronic and geometric structures. 

This information is particularly relevant in electron-transfer and small molecule 

activation reactions. There has been much research in individual electronic and geometric 
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structures, but little is known about how the electronic and geometric structures of the 

iron-sulfur systems vary across length scales. 

 
Molecular Scale 

The molecular scale is the classical area of study with X-rays due to the 

comparable wavelength to the size of the system. The smallest iron-sulfur systems are 

molecular iron-sulfur clusters, which are found wide-spread in biology. These clusters 

vary in size from minimal [2Fe-2S] clusters such as those in ferredoxins22 to the [Mo-

7Fe-8S] cluster in nitrogenase,23 with functionality varying as widely, as electron 

transfer, small molecule activation, catalysis, and sensing of iron and oxygen.10 The 

variation in functionality can be associated with change in electronic and geometric 

structure due to size of cluster and its coordination environment. For example, in 

aconitase the site-differentiated cluster coordinated with only three cysteine ligands 

undergoes interconversion between the inactive [3Fe-4S]1+ state and the active [4Fe-4S]2+ 

catalytic state,24 and other site-differentiated clusters as in SAM radical enzymes have a 

wide range of specific catalytic functions including DNA repair, sulfur insertion 

reactions, rearrangement reactions, and biosynthesis of complex cofactors and metal 

clusters.25 Some cluster environments do not have standard cysteine-only coordination 

environment as in hydrogenase26 and nitrogenase;23 thus, due the varied ligand 

environment these clusters show catalytic activity instead of just electron transfer. 

As an example of unique iron-sulfur metalloenzymes, [FeFe]-hydrogenase 

contains an unusual iron-sulfur cluster active site, termed the H-cluster, and is able to 

efficiently catalyze the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen (~104 H2 molecules 
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per second per molecule of enzyme).27 The H-cluster exists as a 6Fe composed of a 

biologically unprecedented 2Fe-subcluster connected to [4Fe-4S] cluster via a single 

bridging cysteine. The 2Fe-subcluster consists of a five-member dithiolate ligand and 

cyanide and carbon monoxide ligands. The synthesis of the H-cluster requires the 

maturation enzymes, HydE, HydF, and HydG. The structural analysis of apo-

hydrogenase expressed in the absence of the maturation enzymes indicated the presence 

of a pre-formed [4Fe-4S] cluster (see Chapter 2). Thus, the maturation enzymes are 

required for the assembly of the unique 2Fe-subcluster. It has been shown through the 

characterization of HydF with and without HydE and HydG that the 2Fe-subcluster is 

formed on HydF, and thus the radical SAM enzymes, HydE and HydG, are involved in 

the synthesis of the ligands. HydG functions in the synthesis of carbon monoxide and 

cyanide ligands through the catalyzed cleavage of tyrosine. Thus, HydE is believed to be 

involved in the synthesis of the dithiolate ligand, although, the substrate of HydE has not 

yet been identified.28, 29 

In an effort to study the structure and properties of the protein bound iron-sulfur 

cluster active sites under controlled conditions, research turned to synthetic analogues of 

the iron-sulfur clusters. As a result of emerging crystallography data in the early 70’s of 

metalloproteins containing iron-sulfur sites, a remarkably large number of biomimetic 

iron-sulfur clusters have been synthesized (see Figure 1.1). The various compositions of 

synthetic analogues of each type of active sites from rubredoxin to P-cluster allow for the 

investigation of the chemical properties of the active sites, such as reduction potential and 

electronic structure, in the absence of the protein environment.4,6  
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Figure 1.1. Examples for synthetic analogue of the (A) [2Fe] subcluster30 of [FeFe]-
hydrogenase, (B) [4Fe-4S] cluster31 of the active site in P. aercyenes, (C) [3Fe-4S] 
cluster32 in aconitase, and (D) [Mo-3Fe-4S] cluster33 of the Mo subcubane of nitrogenase 
 
 

Much research has gone into investigating the electronic properties of protein 

bound iron sulfur clusters and how the protein environment affects the cluster.9, 34-36 One 

extensively studied area is the reduction potentials of protein bound [4Fe-4S] clusters 

versus their synthetic analogues.9 Due to protein environment and structural effects that 

control the potentials, the coupled states [4Fe-4S]3+/2+ and [4Fe-4S]2+/+ do not traverse all 

three oxidation states in native protein conformations. In synthetic analogues, these steps 

are almost always reversible except in the terminal reduction and oxidation steps.9, 37 A 

range of reduction potentials has been achieved through different thiolate (SR) 
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substitution where the R is varied (i.e. R = Me, Et, tBu, Ph etc.). Although tunable, the 

synthetic analogues still have a lower potential, such as [Fe4S4(SPh)4]2− at −1.04 V, than 

the similar protein equivalents around −0.4 V.9 Even among biological iron sulfur 

clusters with the same cluster composition, the reduction potential varies, such as with 

ferredoxins, about −400 to −200 mV.38 Since the overall geometry is about the same for 

biomimetic and protein-bound clusters, this difference in reduction potential originates 

mainly from the solvent and protein environment, respectively. The solvent environment 

can be consider as isotropic and depends on the dielectric constant of the medium (ε = 

~30–40). The protein environment generally has a lower dielectric constant (ε = ~10). 

Thus due to anisotropic nature of the protein environment, various factors affect iron-

sulfur clusters including hydrogen-bonds,39, 40 charged and polar residues,36, 41-43 solvent 

accessibility,40 and ligand conformation.44 Clearly, the environment surrounding the iron 

sulfur cluster, which varies among proteins, has an important influence on its properties. 

Despite all these efforts, the electronic structure of protein bound iron-sulfur has not yet 

been fully understood beyond a few well-defined cases.45  

 
Nanometer Scale 

Nanometer scale iron-sulfur systems have become a focus of growing scientific 

interest due to their importance in hydrothermal vents,46 pollution,47 cancer treatments,48 

and catalytic applications.49, 50 A simple, controlled synthesis of nanometer scale iron-

sulfur systems has proven to be challenging. Thus, the structural and electronic properties 

of the nanometer scale iron-sulfur systems remain somewhat ill-defined. A variety of 

approaches have been employed to synthesize nanometer scale iron-sulfur particles such 
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as bacteria-assisted production,51 carbon dioxide laser pyrolysis of iron complexes,52 and 

polymer or dendrimer stabilized wet-chemical synthesis.53 Another novel approach is the 

formation of iron sulfur particles within protein cage architectures including ferritin and 

ferritin-like proteins. The protein shell helps prevent aggregation of nanometer scale 

particles and can be modified to engineer the formation of application-oriented 

materials.8 

 

 
Figure 1.2. The formation of a complete iron sulfur core in ferritin through conversion of 
ferrihydrite core8 
 
 

Research in this area can be considered to be in the early stages, but the Douglas 

group at Montana State University has already made considerable progress. They employ 

protein cages and viral capsids, as biomolecular architectures to control the synthesis of 

inorganic nanometer scale particles. The relevant work8, 54-56 is focused on the use of iron 

storage protein ferritin and small heat shock proteins as the architectural cages. These 

cages come in a range of inner diameters that allow for control of the size of 

nanoparticles.57 They have developed a protocol for loading the cages with iron sulfide 

through dissolution and precipitation reactions of the native mineral ferrihydrite inside 

the protein cage (Figure 1.2). Various parameters control iron-sulfide formation, such as 

temperature, pH, cage size, and Fe(II) loading ratio. It has already been shown that the 
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conversion of iron oxide to iron sulfide is controlled by pH and temperature.8 This study 

also showed that these iron-sulfur cores contain mostly Fe centers in the +III oxidation 

state, which is unusual for minerals except with Fe centers in a mixed-oxidation states, 

such as greigite.58  

Another relevant area of research is the modification of the protein cages,56, 59-61 

such as ferritin to mimic the protein environment of iron-sulfur cluster-containing 

metalloenzymes. As shown from studying synthetic analogues of iron-sulfur clusters,9 the 

protein environment plays an important role in both structure and chemical properties of 

the iron-sulfur cluster. By using iron-sulfur cluster-containing active sites of 

metalloenzymes as templates, the mutation of the cage’s inner surface compositions at 

the protein-mineral interface could provide insights into mineralization and structure, as 

well as the nanoparticle’s catalytic properties. Functionalized nanometer scale particles 

have the potential to mimic the reactivity of protein bound iron-sulfur clusters with a 

good synthetic control of structure and function relative to mineral surfaces or protein 

bound clusters. 

 
Micrometer Scale 

At the micrometer scale and above, the relevant iron-sulfur systems are defined 

by mineral surfaces. Iron-sulfur minerals have been studied extensively, but most of the 

research focused on formation of minerals with limited focus on chemical reactivity. In 

the past ten years, there has been an increased interest in investigation of the reactivity of 

pyrite surface with small molecules. Not only is pyrite the most common sulfide in the 

Earth’s surface, but the well-defined iron sulfide contains a reduced iron (Fe2+) and 
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oxidized ligand (S2

2−), thus a potential redox system. Even with considerable recent 

literature on this subject, the mechanisms and reactivity are still not understood. Most 

investigations have focused on understanding the surface of pyrite and related iron-sulfur 

minerals to define the reaction sites. The focus of reactivity has been on small molecules 

such as O2, H2O, H2S, CH4, CO/CO2, and N2.62 

The oxidation of the pyrite surface has been studied extensively from many 

perspectives.62 An important result from reactivity studies on pristine surfaces is that 

defect sites with Fe(III) play important roles in the electronic properties and reactivity of 

the surface. It is proposed that Fe(II) is oxidized by intramolecular electron-transfer due 

to the homolytic cleaving of surface persulfide bonds during preparation of the surface. 

Thus, the persulfide, S2
2−, is cleaved to form S1−, which relaxes by an intramolecular 

electron transfer to S2−, hence oxidizing iron in the following redox reaction: 

−+−+−+ −→−→− 2
surface 2

3
surface

1
surface 2

2
surface

2
surface 2

2
surface SFeSFeSFe  (1.1) 

 
In recent studies,63-65 it has been shown that monosulfides exist on the surface, 

although their chemical environment has yet to be fully characterized. One interesting 

observation is that the concentration of monosulfides was decreased when the pyrite 

surface was annealed in an atmosphere of 10−7 Torr S2(g) at 570 K.63 The reduction of 

defect sites is presumably due to the conversion of monosulfide to disulfide by the 

exposure to S2(g). In another study,64 H2S was shown to be adsorbed to a pyrite surface at 

low temperatures and desorbed at room temperature. However at elevated temperatures 

(500 K), the H2S dissociated into surface bound H2, S, and SH. These experiments 

suggested that S-fragments reacted with monosulfide sites to form sites resembling FeS2. 
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Given the high temperature requirements of these reactions, the results described in 

Chapters 5 and 6 are quite remarkable. 

In the entire range of iron-sulfur systems, the prevalent theme is their ability to 

accept, donate, polarize, and store electrons. There seems to be an inverse relationship 

between size and reactivity. The molecular scale iron-sulfur systems have the most 

versatile and extensive reactivity of all the iron-sulfur systems while the micrometer scale 

minerals must be subjected to a non-ambient condition in order to observe reactivity. This 

is not unexpected since minerals tend to be inert, and molecular clusters tend to be 

reactive. Here is where nanometer scale particles fill the gap in understanding the why 

and how of the differences in scale matters. As the size of the systems increase, the 

surface to volume ratio decreases, and the surface becomes more ordered. This change 

corresponds to more stability and could potentially be correlated with decrease in 

activity.  

 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

 
 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measures the absorption of Ångstrøm 

wavelength electromagnetic radiation as a function of energy. XAS spectra can be 

divided into two distinct regions: the edge or sharp rise in absorption or intensity, which 

is known as XANES (X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure), and the oscillations 

following the edge, which are known as EXAFS (Extend X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure). X-rays are capable of providing atomic scale information about both the 

geometric and electronic structures. Obtaining geometric information is well developed 
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for X-ray crystallography, where the ordered lattice gives diffraction patterns, and from 

scattering theory the exact positions of atoms can be determined. In the given series of 

studies, X-rays are applied to disordered, non-crystalline systems, for which the EXAFS 

analysis is employed to obtain geometric information. Furthermore, the development of 

tunable, high flux synchrotron radiation sources have made possible the multi-edge XAS 

or XANES approach to obtain a wealth of complementary electronic information. 

X-rays are produced through the change in acceleration of a charged beam of 

particles, such as electrons. Synchrotron radiation is produced through the bending of the 

beam of close to relativistic electrons by magnetic fields. Due to the bending, the 

acceleration is perpendicular to the direction of travel, and thus, produces a collimated 

and plane-polarized high intensity beam of synchrotron radiation. In comparison to a 

uniform bending, wigglers and undulators allow higher brightness over the light 

produced. They accomplish it with periodic magnetic fields with no overall deflection of 

the beam, but the undulator generates artifactual oscillations in the beam intensity, which 

may interfere with EXAFS data analysis. Another important feature of synchrotron 

radiation is the tunability over a wide energy range of electromagnetic radiation that is 

achieved through double crystal or grading monochromators. The beam is conditioned 

using slits and focused with mirrors before and after the monochromator.66, 67 Due to 

these qualities of synchrotron radiation, high resolution spectra over wide energy ranges 

have stimulated considerable research in fields of biology, chemistry, material science, 

and many other scientific fields. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic of X-ray absorption transitions (arrows represent the binding 
energy for variable transitions) 
 
 
XANES 

Since the edge transitions are a result of core hole excitations, absorptions below 

and at the absorption edge provide information about the electronic and atomic structures, 

respectively. The different absorption edges as result of different transitions (see Figure 

1.3) provide different types of electronic structure information. The spectral features 

below the metal K-edge are due to the 1s → (n+1)p electric dipole allowed (∆l = ±1) 

transition with the pre-edge features due to 1s → nd transitions. With these features being 

only quadrupole allowed (∆l = ±2), any intense pre-edge features are due to metal (n+1)p 

mixing with the (nd) orbitals. This is only observed when center of symmetry is absent 

for the absorber. Thus, the pre-edge provides information about mixing of the p and d 

orbitals and furthermore about the geometry (i.e. octahedral and tetrahedral). Since the K-

edge is a transition from the 1s orbital, the energy position of the edge is sensitive to the 
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absorber’s effective nuclear charge (Zeff), thus the absorber oxidation state can be seen as 

a shift in edge position. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for the excitation of S 1s to the Fe 3d-
based molecular orbital that is mixed with S 3p making it electric dipole allowed 
 
 

The spectral features of the ligand K-edge along the rising-edge are due to the 1s 

→ (n+1)p, and the pre-edge intensity is due to the 1s → np electric dipole allowed 

transition. As with the metal K-edge, the edge energy position is directly related to the 

Zeff of the absorber atom. Furthermore, the pre-edge transition can be related to an 

excitation of the core 1s electron into an unoccupied antibonding molecular orbital. In 

transition metals complexes, the ligand np orbital mixes with the metal unoccupied or 

partially occupied nd orbitals and thus, this transition directly probes the ligand-metal 

bond in the antibonding (𝜓*) orbital. Furthermore, using Fermi’s Golden rule and the 

dipole approximation to describe the absorption, the area under a given feature for a 

transition is directly proportional to the probability of transition, given by 
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2

if rD ψψ∝  (1.2) 

where D is the total area under the peak, 𝜓f is the many electron final state associated 

with the single electron occupied metal-ligand antibonding orbital in the presence of a 

core hole, and 𝜓i is the initial state associated with the ground electronic structure. Due to 

the 1s orbital being localized on the ligand, the many electron initial state is 

approximated to be the 1s orbital, and thus, the probability of transition is directly related 

to the amount of ligand np character. Therefore, the intensity directly quantifies the 

amount of ligand np character in the valance molecular nd orbitals. The total ligand 

character (α2) can then be determined by the following equation:68 

rD 2

3
1α=  (1.3) 

where r  is the dipole integral and D is the total area under the peak. The individual 

orbital coefficients (αi
2) can be determined using the following equation: 

∑=
i

i r
N
hD 2

0 3
1 α  (1.4) 

where D0 is the area under the peak normalized per electron hole with N absorbers and h 

holes. Thus, ligand K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy can be used to determine 

ligand character of the metal-ligand bond. Because of this mixing with the metal acceptor 

orbitals, the pre-edge energy position is also related to the effective nuclear charge (Zeff) 

of the metal due to the change in overlap of the metal with the ligand orbitals as a 

function of metal orbital energy, which in turn is affected by the metal Zeff. In addition, 

the overall shift in the edge position also affects the pre-edge energy position; therefore 
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both need to be taken into account when comparing XAS spectra of various 

compounds.69 

The L-edge features are separated into three edges. Due to spin-orbit coupling, 

excitations of the 2p shell electrons split into two edges, LII & LIII, where the total 

electron angular momentum (including both orbital and spin contributions) are J=1/2 and 

3/2, respectively. The LI-edge is from the 2s → (n+1)p transition, yet the absorption cross 

section of this transition is small, and thus the corresponding edge features are usually 

weak for Z<40.70 For nd transition metals, the LII- and LIII-edges are a result of the 2p → 

nd electric dipole allowed transition. While the normalized ligand K-edge spectra have 

white line intensity around 1.8-2.5 absorption units, the L-edge spectral features can be 

about 3-4 times more intense due to the use of electron yield vs. fluorescence emission 

detection, respectively. As in the ligand K-edge, the LII- and LII-edges directly probe the 

metal nd character in the ligand-metal bond. Thus, the corresponding change intensity of 

the LII- and LII-edge will be reflected in the ligand K-edge. Furthermore, it also contains 

information about the ligand field splitting, such as the loss of degeneracy of eg and t2g of 

octahedral complexes but is convoluted by multiplet contributions similar to those 

described by Tanabe-Sugano diagrams.71-74 Thus, through complementary analysis of the 

different absorption edges, a total electronic structure of a system can be determined.  
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Figure 1.5. Schematic of EXAFS and the scattering paths 
 
 
EXAFS 

The EXAFS is interpreted as a quantum-interference phenomenon (Figure 1.5). 

Similarly to a rock dropped into a pond, spherical waves propagate outwards until hitting 

obstacles that in turn backscatter the waves towards the origin and interact destructively 

or constructively with the outgoing wave. The phenomenon occurring in atoms involves 

photoelectron waves that are backscattered by the electron density of neighboring atoms. 

Furthermore, the probability of X-ray photons being absorbed by an electron is dependent 

upon the initial and final states of the electron. The initial state corresponds to the 

absorption edge and the final state to the outgoing photoelectron wave. The final state is 

the sum of the photoionized electron and its backscattered waves. This gives rise to 

constructive and destructive interferences as a function of wavelength or energy. The 

results of these processes are the oscillations seen in the XAS spectrum above the edge 

jump. There are a number of important factors that affect this interference. The number 
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and types of neighboring atoms affect the amplitude of the backscattered wave. The finite 

lifetime of the photoelectron causes the wave to decay, and thus limits the range of 

EXAFS to at most 10 Å. The phase shift of the absorbing atom is important, since the 

photoelectron sees the potential of absorber atom twice and usually accounts for a few 

tenths of an Ångstrøm that can be corrected with a theoretical or experimental reference. 

The Debye-Waller factor accounts for the thermal vibrations and disorder in the atomic 

positions of absorbers and backscatterers. As temperature increases, the EXAFS tends to 

get washed out. From this quantum interference, interatomic distances can be determined 

accurately within 0.02-0.04 Å due to frequency not being affected by experimental noise. 

However, the resolution (∆R = π/2∆k) between different neighboring atoms of similar 

distances is dependent upon the range of the data in electron momentum space analyzed 

(∆k). Thus, for typical range of ∆k = 12 Å−1, similar distances can be separated only if 

they differ by more than ~0.1 Å.66, 67, 75 

In data analysis of EXAFS, the XAS spectrum is first reduced to a χ function. The 

χ in energy space is defined by the following equation: 
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where μ is the measured absorption coefficient, μ0 is the absorption coefficient in the 

central atom in the absence of the neighboring atoms. The latter cannot be measured 

experimentally and is estimated through fitting a smooth background, μb, to the post-

edge. Thus, equation (1.5) becomes 
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where ∆μ is an estimated value of the height of the edge step. Once the background has 

been subtracted the data is converted to momentum space. 

)(2
02 EEmk −=


 (1.7) 

where m is the mass of an electron and ħ is Planck’s constant. The χ(k) spectrum or 

EXAFS consists of the sum of discrete, damped sine waves, where the frequency and 

amplitude correspond to the path length and atomic number of backscatterers. To give the 

EXAFS data a constant amplitude and amplify the high k range oscillations, the χ(k) data 

is weighted usually by k3 due to the damping or decay of the oscillation is roughly 1/k2 at 

higher k and an additional 1/k factor from the EXAFS equation (see below). To help 

separate out the different scattering paths, the Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS 

signal is taken.  

The FT is a mathematical operation, when applied to EXAFS it converts the 

momentum domain to frequency domain. Therefore, the FT of the EXAFS signal is the 

representation of the periodicity giving rise to the oscillations. Since the oscillations are 

primarily the result of the scattering path length between the absorber and backscatterer, 

the FT contains the information for the radial distribution of the backscatterers. Thus, the 

signal that is periodic in momentum space will have a single value in distance space. The 

FT of a δ function (localized) momentum space is an infinite sine wave (delocalized) in 

distance space (see Figure 1.6A). The FT of a step function in k-spaced is a damped sine 

wave in distance space (Figure 1.6B). 
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Figure 1.6. Examples of the Fourier transform of a delta function (A1) in k-space to R-
space (A2) and a step function (B1) in k-space to R-space (B2) 
 
 

Since χ(k) data is the sum of discrete sine waves, the FT of a discrete or truncated 

sine wave results in distorted peak instead of a well-defined delta function. This 

distortion is seen in the regularly spaced ripples or side lobes near the peak (Figure 1.7). 

The ripples are a result of the truncating or windowing of the infinite sine wave. These 

artifacts of the FT can be reduced by multiplying the weighted χ(k) signal with a FT 

windowing function. Depending upon the slope of the window edges, the ripples can be 

reduced although at the expense of broadening the peaks (Figure 1.7). Thus, the artifacts 

of the windowing should not be fitted during the analysis of the EXAFS. Also, the size of 

the FT windowing is important. If it is too small, the peaks will distort and possibly lose 

information about scatterers. Another important property of the FT is that it is composed 

real and imaginary parts along with their magnitude. The magnitude of the FT is not 

unique because different real and imaginary parts could have the same magnitude; thus 

information is being ignored when examining the magnitude of FT. These different 
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factors are important to be considered when looking at the Fourier transform of the 

EXAFS data. 

 

 
Figure 1.7. Examples of the Fourier transform using different windows (Hanning and 
Sine) which have different edge slopes. 
 
 

In the past several decades, there has been much development of the EXAFS 

theory to describe the oscillations above the absorption edge. It is now considered 

generally well understood within the confines of acceptable approximations. The 

theoretical development has led to an EXAFS equation that quantitatively parameterizes 

the EXAFS data, 
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where the parameters are described below. Through fitting EXAFS data with the 

scattering equation (1.8), the geometric information, such as radial distances and 

coordination numbers of neighboring atoms, of both crystalline and non-crystalline 

structures can be extracted.  

Due to the complexity of the quantum interaction of EXAFS, fitting the EXAFS 

equation requires an understanding of each of its important parameters. The interatomic 
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distances, R, are distances between a pair of absorber and backscatter, and the sin(2kR) 

term shows the dependence of the oscillations on the energy and distances from the 

absorber. NR is the coordination number. The backscattering amplitude is given by 

)()()( kiekfkf Φ= . This function depends on the type and number of backscattering 

atoms. The terms δc and Φ give the corrections to the phase. The former and greater of 

the two is the phase shift due to the absorbing atom seeing the photoelectron twice. The 

energy dependent mean free path, λ(k), can be considered as the lifetime of the 

photoelectron. The term )(/2 kRe λ−  captures the essence of the decay of the wave, and 

causes the short range of EXAFS in the order of a few tens of Ångstrøms. The Debye-

Waller, σ2, in the analytical form of 
222 ke σ−  gives the temperature dependence or thermal 

disorder effects. Thus as temperature increases, the EXAFS tends to broaden and lose 

amplitude. Also, the Debye-Waller effect increases with shorter wavelength, and thus 

reduces the effectiveness of EXAFS on the order of 10 Å−1. Yet, just as importantly, this 

means that it has almost no effect on XANES. The final term S0
2 is the overall amplitude 

factor. This is a result of the many-body effect due to the relaxation of the system. This 

term is still not well understood, and quantitative theory has yet to be developed. Figure 

1.8 has examples for the graphical solutions of the EXAFS equation showing the effect of 

these parameters on extracting the geometric information. 
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Figure 1.8. Graphical solutions to the EXAFS equation with FT for fitting parameters: 
(A) atomic number of scatter, (B) Debye-Waller factor (σ2), (C) coordination number 
(N), and (D) interatomic distances (R) 
 
 

Research Questions 
 
 

Many insights into the electronic structure of iron-sulfur systems can be gained 

from examining the full-length scale of iron-sulfur systems from molecular (molecular 

clusters) to nanometer (particles) through micrometer (minerals) scale with the same 

technique. Multi-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) has the potential for 

probing the electronic and geometric structures for the full-length scale of iron-sulfur 

systems. Thus the research presented here applies this technique to specific iron-sulfur 

systems across the full-length scale, giving new insights into the electronic and geometric 

structures of iron-sulfur systems and providing rationalization and predictions for how 

these iron-sulfur systems can fill in various structural and/or catalytic roles. 

Through collaborative work with research groups at MSU, the XANES and 

EXAFS analysis were applied to scientifically important biochemical problems, HydA 

(see Chapter 2) and SP lyase (see Chapter 3), providing the opportunity to learn and to 

become proficient in X-ray absorption analysis, in addition to contributing to obtaining 
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new scientific insights. Thus, determining the process of the assembly provides an 

important link in the understanding of active site of [FeFe]-hydrogenase. HydAΔEFG is the 

[FeFe]-hydrogenase structural protein expressed in the absence of the maturation 

machinery. At the time of the research, the roles of the maturation proteins were 

somewhat unknown with the possibility that they were directed at the synthesis of the 

entire 6Fe-containing H-cluster, the 2Fe subcluster, or only the unique ligands of the 2Fe 

subcluster. To determine the role of the maturation proteins, an EXAFS analysis was 

employed to determine the structure of the metal binding site of HydA, which is the 

structural scaffold protein to [FeFe]-hydrogenase. Furthermore, to further develop the 

methodology of EXAFS applied to non-crystalline materials of unknown or limited 

composition details. These methods developed in Chapter 2 were used to characterize 

Spore photoproduct lyase (SP lyase), a member of the radical SAM superfamily, along 

with Fe and S K-edge XANES to elicit the electronic change in the absence and presence 

of S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM). 

In Chapter 4, we worked on extending the XAS analysis to mid-range of the 

nanometer scale. Due to the surprising complexity of particle chemistry, this is an 

unfinished study, and the results reported here are not yet ready for a peer-review 

publication. Although the work needs to be continued to fully understand the electronic 

and geometric structures of particles at the nanometer scale, we learned much about the 

XAS detection methods and possible connections between molecular and micrometer 

scale. We took advantage of this in the remaining chapters. 
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In Chapter 5 and 6, we used the tools of the previous chapters to advance our 

understanding of the micrometer scale. Since iron-sulfur minerals are found throughout 

the Earth’s surface, there is a considerable amount of literature on iron-sulfur minerals; 

however, it is limited to specific electronic and structural information. Due to the 

catalytically active iron-sulfur clusters of small molecule metalloenzymes, iron-sulfur 

minerals could be candidates for developing novel catalytic materials. Here we 

investigated the modified surface of pyrite with multi-edge XAS, and employed a 

detection method-based description of layered structures that allowed us to create the 

model of the modified pyrite surface. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
 

IRON K-EDGE EXAFS STUDY OF HYDA 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 

The1 [NiFe]- and [FeFe]-hydrogenases are widely distributed in nature and 

efficiently catalyze the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen (H2 ↔ 2H+ + 2e−). 

The [NiFe]-hydrogenases, present in archaea and bacteria, generally function to oxidize 

molecular H2 and provide reducing equivalents for metabolic processes, while the [FeFe]-

hydrogenases, present in bacteria and eukarya, function more broadly to catalyze both 

proton reduction and H2 oxidation26, 76. Recently, there has been a growing interest in 

these metalloenzymes because of their inherent applicability in the development of 

renewable H2-based energy technology. The active sites for both [NiFe]- and [FeFe]-

hydrogenases have been determined by X-ray crystallography. The structure and 

spectroscopic techniques revealed the presence of π acceptor CO and CN− ligands, which 

are un-common in biology. These diatomic ligands stabilize low-spin and low-valent 

oxidation states of the metal centers at the active sites. For the [NiFe]-hydrogenase, the 

active sites from a variety of different sulfate-reducing bacterial sources have been 

determined to consist of a Ni atom coordinated to an Fe atom via two thiolate ligands and 

a bridging oxygen species.77 The Ni atom is further coordinated by two cysteine ligands 

from the protein, while the Fe atom is coordinated to two terminal CN− ligands and one 

                                                 
This section contains text that has been coauthored by David W. Mulder, Danilo O. Ortillo, David J. 
Gardenghi, Anatoli V. Naumov, Shane S. Ruebush, Robert K. Szilagyi, BoiHanh Huynh, Joan B. 
Broderick, and John W. Peters (2009) Biochemistry 48, 6240-6248. Only the EXAFS analysis was done by 
David J. Gardenghi. 
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terminal CO ligand. In comparison, the [FeFe]-hydrogenase active site contains a 6Fe-

containing complex cluster termed the H-cluster, as determined for Clostridium 

pasteurianum (CpI)18, 78 and Desulfovibrio desulfuricans.17, 79 The H-cluster consists of a 

[4Fe-4S] subcluster coordinated to a 2Fe subcluster via a cysteine thiolate ligand. The 

two Fe centers in the 2Fe subcluster are bridged via a five-atom dithiolate ligand and a 

CO ligand. The chemical composition of the dithiolate ligand has not yet been 

determined unambiguously and has been proposed to be dithiomethylether, propane 

dithiolate, or dithiomethylamine.17, 78, 79 In addition, both Fe centers contain terminal CO 

and CN− ligands. For the presumed oxidized state of CpI, a water molecule is present at 

the distal Fe center in the proximity of the [4Fe-4S] subcluster. 

Biosynthesis and maturation of the [NiFe]-hydrogenases have been thoroughly 

studied, including identification of at least six gene products involved in formation of 

active [NiFe]-hydrogenases and the interactions between gene products during 

maturation. The metabolic source of diatomic CN− ligands has been identified to be 

carbamoyl phosphate,80 whereas the metabolic source for the CO ligand is still in 

question. In contrast, relatively little was known concerning the biosynthesis and 

maturation of [FeFe]-hydrogenases. By analysis of several mutant strains of 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii that are unable to produce hydrogen, the genes hydEF and 

hydG were discovered to be required for maturation of [FeFe]-hydrogenases.81 

Subsequent expression studies revealed that formation of an active [FeFe]-hydrogenase 

was achieved only when HydA was heterologously expressed in a background of 

coexpressed gene products HydEF and HydG in Escherichia coli.81 In most organisms, 
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hydEF exists as two separate genes, hydE and hydF,81 and it has been shown that the 

coexpression in E. coli of HydE, HydF, and HydG from Clostridium acetobutylicum with 

the [FeFe]-hydrogenase structural gene product from various algal and bacterial sources 

is sufficient to effect expression of active [FeFe]-hydrogenase.82 Deduced amino acid 

sequence analysis of HydE, HydF, and HydG gene products reveals HydE and HydG to 

be radical-SAM iron-sulfur enzymes as they both have the C-X3-C-X2-C radical-SAM 

signature motif and HydF to be a GTPase.80, 81 Also, preliminary biochemical 

characterization of HydE and HydG has revealed associated SAM cleavage activity.83 In 

addition, it has been shown that upon reconstitution HydF binds an iron-sulfur cluster and 

exhibits GTPase activity.84  

The involvement of HydE, HydF, and HydG maturation enzymes in the 

biosynthesis of the H-cluster was further elaborated when it was shown that HydA, 

expressed in a genetic background devoid of HydE, HydF, and HydG (HydAΔEFG), is a 

stable protein capable of being activated in vitro by the aforementioned proteins.85 It was 

also determined that HydF behaves as a scaffold protein in which an H-cluster precursor 

is assembled and can be subsequently transferred to HydAΔEFG, resulting in the formation 

of an active [FeFe]-hydrogenase.86 Both in vitro activation studies imply that cluster 

biosynthesis does not take place on the structural protein (HydAΔEFG) and that a chemical 

precursor to the H-cluster is synthesized in the absence of HydAΔEFG that upon transfer to 

HydAΔEFG results in its activation. Although no chemical precursors or intermediates to 

the H-cluster have yet been characterized or even identified, it can be hypothesized that 

HydE, HydF, and HydG are directed toward the synthesis of (1) the entire 6Fe-containing 
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H-cluster, (2) the 2Fe subcluster of the H-cluster, or (3) the biologically unique ligands of 

the 2Fe subcluster of the H-cluster. The characterization of HydAΔEFG provides a critical 

link in our understanding of this fascinating process by defining the substrate for the 

HydA maturation proteins. 

HydA from the eukaryotic green algae C. reinhardtii contains only the H-cluster 

binding domains and represents the simplest [FeFe]-hydrogenase known. Unlike [FeFe]-

hydrogenases from Cl. pasteurianum and D. desulfuricans, the [FeFe]-hydrogenases from 

eukaryotic green algae do not contain additional accessory Fe-S clusters with plant-type 

ferredoxin domains that would complicate spectroscopic characterization of the Fe-S 

clusters present at the active site.87-89 The Peters lab has been able to anaerobically purify 

a stable HydAΔEFG that is capable of being activated in vitro by extracted HydE, HydF, 

and HydG enzymes. Specific activities of the six separate HydAΔEFG protein purifications 

after in vitro activation with HydE, HydF, and HydG enzymes ranged from 10 to 38 

μmol of H2 min–1 mg–1 HydAΔEFG. For in vivo coexpression of HydA from C. reinhardtii 

with the maturation genes from Cl. acetobutylicum in E. coli, H2 evolution activity was 

previously reported to be 150 μmol of H2 min–1 mg–1.82 The difference in activity 

between in vitro and in vivo expression systems is likely attributed to the low occupancy 

of H-cluster activating precursors assembled by HydE, HydF, and HydG, as well as the 

heterogeneity of the maturation system.86 The iron and sulfur analyses following 

purification of HydAΔEFG suggested the formation of incomplete Fe-S clusters. It is 

important to note that the amount of Fe and S2− bound per HydAΔEFG varied slightly 

between the different purifications, suggesting that the Fe-S cluster present may be 
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slightly labile during purification. Also, low-temperature X-band EPR spectrum of 

reduced HydAΔEFG contains S=1/2 signal and characteristic g values that can be assigned 

to a reduced [4Fe-4S]+ cluster90. 

It was previously reported that HydAΔEFG can be activated by cell extracts 

containing the maturation enzymes HydE, HydF, and HydG85. This observation, coupled 

with the evidence described above for a [4Fe-4S] cluster in HydAΔEFG, suggested that the 

[4Fe-4S] form of HydAΔEFG is the substrate for assembly of the H-cluster by HydE, 

HydF, and HydG and further that the [4Fe-4S] cluster present in HydAΔEFG becomes part 

of the H-cluster upon activation. To further explore the requirement for a preformed 

[4Fe-4S] cluster in HydAΔEFG during activation, HydAΔEFG was chemically reconstituted 

with FeCl3 and Na2S. Iron analysis of the reconstituted HydAΔEFG suggested an increase 

in cluster formation per protein, and the EPR spectrum of reconstituted reduced 

HydAΔEFG was essentially identical to that of the as-isolated enzyme indicating the 

presence of a [4Fe-4S] cluster. The in vitro activation of the reconstituted HydAΔEFG with 

maturation proteins showed hydrogenase activity approximately 2-fold greater than that 

of the as-isolated HydAΔEFG activated with HydE, HydF, and HydG. These observations 

suggested that the [4Fe-4S] form of HydA is the substrate for H-cluster assembly by 

HydE, HydF, and HydG, as increasing the [4Fe-4S] content improves the ability to 

activate HydAΔEFG. 

To further explore the hypothesis that the [4Fe-4S] cluster present in HydAΔEFG is 

required for in vitro activation with HydE, HydF, and HydG, the apo-HydAΔEFG was 

prepared and then subsequently reconstituted, and both apo and reconstituted samples 
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were subjected to in vitro activation by HydE, HydF, and HydG. The apo-HydAΔEFG was 

found to contain zero Fe atoms per HydAΔEFG, and exhibited no hydrogenase activity. 

Following chemical reconstitution, the apo-HydAΔEFG contained four iron atoms per 

protein and had an EPR spectrum essentially identical to that of the as-isolated enzyme. 

The following in vitro activation of the reconstituted enzyme with HydE, HydF, and 

HydG produced hydrogenase activity at a level of 90% of that of as-isolated HydAΔEFG. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Mössbauer spectra from the Huynh lab of the as-purified (A) and dithionite-
reduced (B and C) HydAΔEFG. The spectra (hatched marks) were recorded at 4.2 K in a 
magnetic field of 50 mT applied parallel (A and B) and perpendicular (C) to the γ 
radiation. The solid lines plotted above the data are simulated spectra for the [4Fe-4S]2+ 
cluster (red), [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster (blue) and FeII impurities (green), normalized to the 
following percent absorptions: (A) 70% [4Fe-4S]2+, 15% [4Fe-4S]1+ and 15% FeII, (B and 
C): 6% [4Fe-4S]2+, 76% [4Fe-4S]1+ and 18% FeII. The black lines overlaid with the 
experimental spectra are composite spectra 
 
 

Figure 2.1 shows the Mössbauer spectra from the Huynh lab at Emory University 

of the 57Fe-enriched HydA in its as-purified (A) and dithionite-reduced (B and C) forms. 
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Their analysis of the data indicated that all three spectra are composed of three sub 

spectral components: a central quadrupole doublet (solid red lines in Figure 2.1), a 

magnetically split spectrum (blue lines), and an outer quadrupole doublet with broad and 

asymmetric absorption lines (green lines). The central quadrupole doublet is attributed to 

a [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster and can be simulated as a superposition of two unresolved equal-

intensity quadrupole doublets representing the two mixed-valence FeII-FeIII pairs within 

the cluster. The two unresolved doublets are typical for [4Fe-4S]2+ clusters.91, 92 As 

reported above, reduced HydA displays an S = 1/2 EPR signal that can be assigned to a 

[4Fe-4S]+ cluster. The magnetic Mössbauer spectral component is therefore attributed to 

this S = 1/2 Fe cluster. Consistent with the [4Fe-4S]+ assignment, initial analysis of this 

spectral component indicated that it may be simulated as a superposition of two spectral 

components arising from the FeIIFeII and FeIIFeIII pairs of a [4Fe-4S]+ cluster.91, 92 The 

outer quadrupole doublet is attributed to non-cysteine-coordinated extraneous Fe(II) 

impurities, which may be generated via cluster degradation.  

Decomposition of the Mössbauer spectra into the above-described spectral 

components shows that in the as-purified HydAΔEFG sample (see Figure 2.1A) the 

majority (70%) of the Fe is present in the oxidized [4Fe-4S]2+ form while a small 

percentage (15%) is in the reduced [4Fe-4S]+ form. The remaining Fe (15%) is present as 

Fe(II) impurities. Upon reduction (see Figure 2.1B,C), a substantial amount of the [4Fe-

4S]2+ clusters are reduced to [4Fe-4S]+ clusters, resulting in a decrease in the Mössbauer 

absorption of the [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster from 70 to 6% and an increase in the [4Fe-4S]+ 

absorption to 76%. The Fe(II) impurities also increase slightly to 18%, suggesting that 
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the [4Fe-4S] cluster in HydAΔEFG is slightly unstable under dithionite reducing 

conditions. Thus, the Mössbauer data unambiguously show that the as-purified HydAΔEFG 

contains predominantly [4Fe-4S] clusters. Taking into consideration the Fe and protein 

content determined for the as-purified 57Fe-enriched HydAΔEFG and the total percent 

absorption of the [4Fe-4S] cluster detected by the Mössbauer measurement (85%), the as-

purified HydAΔEFG had a stoichiometry of 0.4 [4Fe-4S] cluster/HydAΔEFG 

In this study, we present X-ray Absorption spectroscopic characterizations of 

HydAΔEFG from C. reinhardtii to provide insights into the [FeFe]-hydrogenase maturation 

and H-cluster biosynthesis. We start with X-ray absorption data and fit the EXAFS with 

various models of Fe-S cluster. The models were then constrained based on Mössbauer 

data obtain previously. For each model, we evaluated the overall performance of the 

fitting through the examination of the R-factor and parameters’ chemical and physical 

relevance. 

 
Method and Materials 

 
 
Fe K-Edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

HydAΔEFG samples (1.9 mM) were prepared from the HydAΔEFG protein isolated 

as described in collaborative work93. The EXAFS cells (Delrin) sealed with thin Fe-free 

Kapton tape were loaded with ∼100 μL of sample. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption 

spectroscopic (XAS) measurements were conducted at beamline 7-3 (BL7-3) of the 

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) under storage ring (SPEAR3) 

conditions with an energy of 3 GeV and a current of 100-80 mA on two different 
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occasions. BL7-3 is a 20-pole, 2 T Wiggler beamline equipped with a Si(220) downward 

reflecting, double-crystal monochromator. Data were collected in the energy range from 

6785 eV to k = 17 Å−1 above the Fe K-edge using an unfocused beam. The frozen 

solution samples were mounted under liquid nitrogen and measured in a liquid He 

cryostat at ∼11 K. The beamline parameters were optimized at 8000 eV. The Fe Kα 

fluorescence signal was collected using a 30-element Ge array detector and with a Soller 

slit and Z−1 (Mn) filter. The energy windowing of the detector was carefully done to 

minimize the fluorescence signal due to scattering and other non-Fe Kα emission sources. 

The data were calibrated to the first rising-edge inflection point of the XAS spectra that 

was assigned to 7111.2 eV of an iron foil. ATHENA94, a graphical-user interface to 

IFEFFIT95, was used for averaging and background subtraction. The data are averages of 

at least five scans before normalization or background subtraction. ATHENA94 and 

AUTOBK96 were used to fit a spline to the post-edge region and to obtain the EXAFS, 

where the spline fitting parameter, Rbkg, was set to one. ARTEMIS94 and FEFF97, 98 were 

used to model and fit the data and calculate Fe…Fe and Fe-S scattering paths, 

respectively. The structural models used in scattering calculations were derived from 

combination of average Fe…Fe and Fe-S distances of reduced99 and oxidized100 [4Fe-4S] 

model compounds. 

 
Results and Analysis 

 
 

EXAFS can provide useful geometric information on non-crystalline compounds 

such as protein active sites. The drawback is that both chemical and structural insights are 
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needed to properly model the EXAFS. As with any non-crystalline compound, this could 

severely limit the information that EXAFS could provide reliably. This issue can be seen 

in first modeling the as-isolated HydA sample with an [2Fe-2S] cluster (see Figure 2.2). 

Although not a perfect fit, it shows the flexibility of the EXAFS equation and that a using 

an incorrect model with reasonably good fitting could lead to incorrect results. Even with 

variation of coordination numbers and other parameters, the fits are reasonable both in 

the R-factor and chemically acceptable parameters. This can be attributed to two main 

factors. The first factor is the actually composition of sample. The sample purification 

does not guarantee that all proteins will have completely formed active sites. There could 

be no or only partial formed clusters in the purified proteins. The second factor is the 

theoretical estimates of chemically reasonable parameters. The phase and amplitude 

functions of the EXAFS equation are calculated using estimated path length and scatters, 

and these might not be accurate with the actual system in question. Both the number of 

absorbers and Debye Waller factor affect the amplitude, and since the latter does not yet 

have good ab inito approach, the determination of the former is less accurate. The phase 

information is directly related to the scattering atom and can be calculated with a good 

degree of accuracy. The issue arises in distinguishing neighboring scattering atoms. 

Elements next to each other on the periodic table have similar potentials, and thus, the 

scattering characteristics of the photoelectron are difficult to distinguish. Due to the 

uncertainty of the parameters and range of possible models, fitting an ill-defined iron-

sulfur system results in a range of iron-sulfur clusters combinations from [2Fe-2S] to [4F-

4S] clusters. Thus, without prior knowledge about the system, the appropriateness of the 
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initial model and the adequacy of the EXAFS analysis are questionable. Therefore, in this 

study, Mössbauer speciation information was used to constrain the fits. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. FT-EXAFS plot for as-isolated HydAΔEFG sample with a representative fit of 
[2Fe-2S] cluster 
 
 

Using Mössbauer speciation information, a stepwise fitting process was 

developed to analyze protein bound iron-sulfur clusters. The first step in processing XAS 

data is to perform the smooth pre-edge background to get rid of any instrumental 

background and absorption from other edges, and then normalize the edge jump to one to 

represent one absorber. The next step is to obtain the EXAFS, χ(k), in momentum space, 

k. This is done by subtracting a smooth post-edge background that approximates the 

absorption of one absorber from post-edge. The AUTOBK algorithm is recommended for 

obtaining χ(k) due to its stability and reproducibility. To reduce the high-frequency noise 

and the small residual background, the windowing of the Fourier transform of χ(k) 

weighted by k3 to amplify the oscillations at higher k is selected based upon quality of 
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data usually between k = 2 – 14 Å−1. The next step is to build a model of your system. 

Due to the uncertainty of the structure of the system and the multiple absorber 

environments, crystal structure models tend to underestimate the amplitude function. 

Thus, the amplitude and phase functions were calculated using FEFF 8.4 base on single 

scattering paths. Since we are dealing with iron-sulfur clusters, these single scattering 

paths were from the Fe…Fe, Fe–St(thiolate), and Fe–Ss(sulfide) paths. Three main 

parameters affect the scattering paths: interatomic distances, R, Debye-Waller factor,σ2, 

and coordination number, N. The overall amplitude factor, S0
2, and the absorption edge 

energy, E0, are linked for all scattering paths. To begin nonlinear least-squared fitting of 

χ(k) weighted by k3, all parameters are constrained, and fitting is done stepwise such that 

only one or two parameters are unconstrained during a fit. Constraints can be applied to 

each parameter such as linking or defining a mathematical relationship between 

parameters. Thus, Mössbauer speciation information was used to constrain the amplitude 

and interatomic distance for each scattering path for the initial parameters. Therefore, this 

allows the user to control the deviations from the model and to minimize large and 

unreasonable deviations. In the subsequent fit, new and previous parameters were 

unconstrained and constrained, respectively, and the fit started with the previous fitted 

parameter values. This process is then done iteratively to obtain the most reasonable fit.  

 
Fe K-Edge X-ray Absorption  
Spectroscopic Characterization of HydAΔEFG 
 

The Fourier transforms of EXAFS (FT-EXAFS) for the as-isolated HydA sample 

(black trace) and with a representative fit (red trace) are shown in Figure 2.3. The fitting 
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parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. Among numerous reasonable fits, Table 2.1 and 

Figure 2.3 report the one that was obtained using the Mössbauer results (see above) as 

constraints for the amount and distribution of various Fe sites. The initial parameters of 

the fit were set to represent the 70% oxidized and 15% reduced protein-embedded [4Fe-

4S] cluster content, and the overall amplitude factor was set to one. The average Fe…Fe, 

Fe–St, and Fe–Ss distances in synthetic [4Fe-4S] complexes are 2.74 ± 0.01, 2.25 ± 0.01, 

and 2.27 ± 0.03 Å, respectively9. The protein-bound counterparts of Fe-S distances tend 

to be ∼0.02 Å longer due to dipole and hydrogen bonding interactions involving the 

sulfides and thiolate sulfurs, which reduces the nucleophilicity of the sulfur atoms and 

thus the covalency of the sulfur-iron bonds.  

 

 

Figure 2.3. FT-EXAFS plot (A) and individual EXAFS contributions (B) for as-isolated 
HydAΔEFG sample with a representative fit containing Fe…Fe, Fe-S(sulfide), Fe-
S(thiolate) scattering paths 
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Table 2.1. Representative fitting parameters for the as-isolated HydAΔEFG sample using 
Fe-S composition from Mössbauer measurements 

scatters parametersa fitted value 
Fe-Ss r, Å 2.27 
 N, – 3 
 A, – 0.80 
 σ2, Å2 0.003 
Fe-St r, Å 2.27 
 N, – 1 
 A, – 0.46 
 σ2, Å2 0.003 
Fe…Fe r, Å 2.72 
 N, – 3 
 A, – 0.44 
 σ2, Å2 0.003 
   
 R (fit) 7.65∙10-4 
 E0, eV 0.790 

a r: scattering path, N: coordination number, A: scattering path amplitude, σ2 Debye-Waller factor as a 
measure of thermal displacement and disorder;  
k3-weighted data fit in the k-range of 1-14 Å-1; FT-EXAFS window range fitted 1.5-3.3 Å 
 
 

These differences between the synthetic model and protein-bound Fe-S clusters 

can be observed by EXAFS as demonstrated by a series of FT-EXAFS analyses of Fe-S 

clusters.101-103 Using the initial distances with standard deviations as initial Debye-Waller 

factors of 2.74 ± 0.005, 2.24 ± 0.003, and 2.28 ± 0.003 Å for Fe…Fe, Fe–St, and Fe–Ss 

scattering paths, respectively, we obtained a reasonable fit that is shown in Figure 2.3. To 

prevent negative Debye-Waller factors (σ2) and large deviations of the edge positions 

(E0), we obtained the final fit by linking all the σ2 and E0 values while allowing the 

individual path lengths and their amplitudes to vary. The parameters in Table 2.1 fit the 

most of experimental data (black trace) acceptably well, but a poor fit was found at the 

shorter distances. The residual FT-EXAFS intensity at these distances is consistent with 

the presence of ∼15% free iron that is likely partially solvated and/or coordinated with 

low-Z atoms, such as O and N from protein residues as suggested by Mössbauer results. 

The peak at around 1.9 ± 0.1 Å reasonably can be fitted with a Fe center surrounded by 
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six low-Z (O and N) scatterers in 15% abundance. The relatively short Fe-O distance of 

1.9 Å is indicative of the presence of negatively charged O or N ligands for the Fe(II) 

impurities (see above). The fit components and parameters for the latter are given in 

Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2. For both FT-EXAFS fits, the resulting Fe…Fe (2.71–2.72 Å) 

and Fe–S (2.27 Å) distances are highly similar to those observed for the oxidized and 

reduced [4Fe-4S] cluster in Av2 (2.72 and 2.73 Å, and 2.27 and 2.29 Å, respectively)102 

and thus further support the presence of the [4Fe-4S] cluster in HydAΔEFG. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. FT-EXAFS plot (A) and individual EXAFS contributions (B) for as-isolated 
HydAΔEFG sample with a representative fit containing Fe…Fe, Fe-S(sulfide), Fe-
S(thiolate), Fe- low Z(O/N) scattering paths 
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Table 2.2. Representative fitting parameters for the as-isolated HydAΔEFG sample using 
Fe-S composition from Mössbauer measurements including the free iron(II) content 

scatterers parametersa fitted value 
Fe-Ss r, Å 2.27 
 N, – 3 
 A, – 0.88 
 σ2, Å2 0.004 
Fe-St r, Å 2.27 
 N, – 1 
 A, – 0.48 
 σ2, Å2 0.004 
Fe…Fe r, Å 2.71 
 N, – 3 
 A, – 0.48 
 σ2, Å2 0.004 
 E0, eV -0.436  
   
Fe-O r, Å 1.87 
 N, – 1 

 A, – 0.55 
 σ2, Å2 0.002 
 E0, eV 4.609 
   

 R (fit) 3.89⋅10-4 

 E0, eV -0.436  
a r: scattering path, N: coordination number, A: scattering path amplitude, σ2 Debye-Waller factor as a 
measure of thermal displacement and disorder;  
k3-weighted data fit in the k-range of 1-14 Å-1; FT-EXAFS window range fitted 1.5-3.3 Å 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

This EXAFS characterization of HydAΔEFG from C. reinhardtii indicated that a 

[4Fe-4S] cluster is present in HydAΔEFG. From the biochemical studies,93 the presence of 

the iron-sulfur cluster was indicated by chemical analysis for iron and acid-labile sulfide. 

The Mössbauer and EPR techniques that together with XAS confirmed this to be a [4Fe-

4S]2+/+ cluster, with an incomplete loading of ∼40%, in the as-isolated enzyme. 

Furthermore, this [4Fe-4S] cluster-containing enzyme is capable of undergoing activation 

by HydE, HydF, and HydG to produce an active hydrogenase. Apo-HydAΔEFG, in 

contrast, did not produce an active hydrogenase upon incubation with HydE, HydF, and 

HydG under activation conditions. These results suggested that the [4Fe-4S] cluster 
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present in the as-isolated enzyme is required to be present on HydAΔEFG prior to 

activation by HydE, HydF, and HydG. Further support for this conclusion was provided 

by the observation that apo-HydAΔEFG reconstituted to contain a [4Fe-4S] cluster could 

subsequently be converted to an active hydrogenase by HydE, HydF, and HydG. 

Together, our results provide important new insights into the process by which HydA is 

matured into an active enzyme in vivo.  

EXAFS analysis is a powerful tool in determining geometric structures of protein 

bound iron-sulfur clusters, and combined with Mössbauer analysis, the ambiguity of the 

model based data interpretation can be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 3  
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Abstract 
 
 

Spore photoproduct lyase (SP lyase) is a member of the radical SAM superfamily 

and catalyzes the direct reversal of the spore photoproduct (SP, 5-thyminyl-5,6-

dihydrothymine), a thymine dimer specific to bacterial spores, to two thymines. SP lyase 

requires S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) and a redox active [4Fe-4S] cluster for 

catalysis. Mössbauer analysis of anaerobically purified SP lyase defined the presence of a 

mixture of cluster states with the majority (40%) as [2Fe-2S]2+ clusters and a smaller 

amount (15%) as [4Fe-4S]2+ clusters.  Upon reduction, the clusters are converted 

primarily (60%) to [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster. This information allowed us to quantitatively 

analyze iron and sulfur K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic measurements to further 

characterize the electronic and geometric structures of the [4Fe-4S] cluster, and the 

interaction between the cluster and SAM. The Fe K-edge EXAFS provides evidence for a 

slight distortion of the cluster upon introduction of SAM, based on the appearance of a 

new Fe...Fe scatterer at around 3.0 Å. Upon reduction, the Fe K-edge XANES shows a 

shift to lower energy relative to the spectrum of the as-purified protein. The XANES 

spectra of reduced SP lyase in the absence and presence of SAM overlay, indicating that 

SAM is not undergoing reductive cleavage in the presence of reduced SP lyase. Using 

biochemical and Mössbauer data, we were able to separate out spectral contributions 

from [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] cluster states at the S K-edge that revealed electronic 

structural changes in the metal-ligand bonding as a function of the presence of SAM 

cofactor.  The spectroscopic findings were further corroborated by density functional 

theory calculations.  
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Introduction 
 
 

Members of the radical SAM superfamily utilize S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) 

and a redox active [4Fe-4S] cluster to carry out diverse radical reactions including 

rearrangements, sulfur-insertions and oxidations. They also function in biosynthesis 

pathways  of DNA precursor, vitamin, cofactor, and antibiotics, as well as the assembly 

of complex metallocofactors.25, 104, 105 Enzymes in this superfamily typically contain a 

conserved CX3CX2C sequence that coordinates three of the iron atoms of the [4Fe-4S] 

cluster. Electron-nuclear double resonance and X-ray crystallography of several members 

of the superfamily have shown that the fourth iron is coordinated by the amino and 

carboxylate moieties of SAM.19, 106-115 Mechanistic studies of these enzymes suggest that 

an inner-sphere electron transfer from a reduced [4Fe-4S]+ cluster to the sulfonium of 

SAM leads to homolytic S-C(5’) bond cleavage to generate a 5’-deoxyadenosyl radical 

(dAdo•) intermediate, which abstracts a hydrogen atom from substrate to initiate a 

radical-based transformation.106-108, 116, 117 

Spore photoproduct lyase (SP lyase) is a member of the radical SAM superfamily 

that catalyzes the direct reversal of a specific DNA photoproduct, 5-thyminyl-5,6-

dihydrothymine (spore photoproduct or SP), back to two thymines (Figure 3.1).118-121 The 

methylene-bridged thymine dimer SP is the primary photoproduct when bacterial spores 

are subjected to UV radiation, and is rapidly repaired upon spore germination.119, 120, 122, 

123 The Broderick lab previously demonstrated that SP repair is initiated by abstraction of 

an H atom from C6 of SP.121, 124 The resulting substrate radical is thought to promote a 

radical-mediated β-scission of the C-C bond linking the two thymines; the resulting 
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product radical then abstracts an H atom from 5’-deoxyadenosine to generate dAdo•, 

which ultimately re-forms SAM.121, 124, 125 More recent work has demonstrated that only 

the 5R diastereomer of SP is repaired by SP lyase,126-128 despite earlier reports pointing to 

the opposite stereospecificity.129, 130 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Formation and repair of spore photoproduct (thymine dimer) by the 
metalloenzyme Spore Photoproduct lyase 
 
 

Previous spectroscopic studies of SP lyase have demonstrated the presence of a 

single iron-sulfur cluster,118 which appears as a mixture of cluster states when the enzyme 

is purified in vitro.124, 127, 130, 131 The UV-visible absorbance spectrum of purified SP lyase 

shows a broad shoulder with a maximum of 413 nm, similar to other members of the 

radical SAM superfamily,127, 132, 133 with an additional broad feature around 600 nm that 

may indicate some [2Fe-2S] cluster content in the enzyme.134 Upon reduction in the 

presence of dithiothreitol and 5-deazariboflavin, the UV-visible spectral features decrease 

in intensity, resulting in a single broad peak at ~410 nm. The UV-visible spectral 

absorbance changes indicate a redox-active Fe-S cluster, but do not address in detail the 

types and concentrations of the clusters that may be present. As-purified SP lyase exhibits 

a nearly isotropic EPR signal centered at g = 1.99 that is characteristic of a [3Fe-4S]1+ 
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cluster, but this form accounts for only 3 – 4% of the total iron.127 Reduction of the 

enzyme results in a nearly axial signal with g values of 2.03, 1.93 and 1.92, and is 

consistent with a [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster; this signal accounts for 32 – 45% of the total iron, 

indicating either incomplete reduction (leaving some in an EPR-silent state) and/or 

substoichiometric iron-sulfur cluster in the purified protein. Addition of SAM to the 

reduced enzyme causes some change in line shape (g-values of 2.03, 1.92 and 1.82) and 

significantly lower intensity; these spectral changes are specific for the interaction of 

SAM with the cluster as similar molecules (5’-deoxyadenosine, methionine and S-

adenosyl-L-homocysteine) do not yield equivalent EPR signals when added to reduced 

SP lyase.127 Evidence for direct coordination of SAM to the cluster of SP lyase, in a 

manner similar to other radical SAM enzymes, has been provided by hyperfine sub-level 

Correlation (HYSCORE), a two-dimensional pulsed EPR technique.131 

In this study, we address quantitatively the nature of cluster types present in the 

as-purified and reduced forms of SP lyase and whether these cluster states change in the 

presence of SAM. Furthermore we compare and contrast how the SAM interacts with the 

cluster relative to other members of the radical SAM superfamily. We also probe whether 

the sulfonium sulfur of SAM can interact with the [4Fe-4S] cluster in SP lyase. In order 

to overcome the limitations of a single spectroscopic technique, we pursued a combined 

multi-edge XAS and Mössbauer study. Mössbauer studies were performed to identify and 

quantify the various cluster types that are present in the as-purified enzyme and reduced 

enzyme both in the absence and presence of SAM. These speciation results were essential 

in fitting and deconvoluting the XANES and EXAFS features at the Fe and S K-edges to 
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further characterize the cluster states and the interaction of SAM with the [4Fe-4S] 

cluster. The experimental geometric and electronic information were further substantiated 

by density functional theory-based (DFT) modeling.  

The BoiHanh Huynh lab’s analysis of the Mössbauer spectra of 57Fe-enriched SP 

lyase in four different states of the enzyme (anaerobically purified SP lyase, purified 

enzyme plus SAM, photo-reduced enzyme, and reduced enzyme plus SAM) indicated 

that all four states of the enzymes contain multiple Fe species. The spectra of the purified 

enzyme in the absence and presence of SAM were very similar, comprising a central 

quadrupole doublet, accounting for 55% of the total Fe absorption, and an ill-defined 

broad magnetic spectrum. The central quadrupole doublet can be further decomposed into 

two unresolved doublets. The major doublet, accounting for 40% of the Fe absorption, is 

indicative of a [2Fe-2S]2+ cluster.135 The minor doublet, accounting for 15% of the Fe 

absorption, is typical for [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster.135 As the Fe absorption percentages for the 

[2Fe-2S]2+ and [4Fe-4S]2+ clusters remained the same after addition of SAM, it appeared 

then that the co-substrate SAM has no detectable effects on the composition and 

oxidation states of the Fe-S clusters in the purified enzyme. The broad magnetic spectrum 

is attributed to high-spin ferric complexes, representing likely adventitious Fe bound to 

the N-terminal His6 tag on SP lyase that is utilized for purification. 

The spectra of the reduced enzyme in the absence and presence of SAM were also 

quite similar. Their analysis of these spectra indicated the presence of at least four sub 

spectral components. The results of the decomposition of the spectra into four identifiable 

components are (1) [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster with a spin S = 1/2 (60% of total Fe absorption in  
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Table 3.1. Percent absorption of the Fe species present in the various states of SP lyase 
determined by Mössbauer spectroscopy 
State of SP lyase [2Fe-2S]2+ [4Fe-4S]2+ [4Fe-4S]1+ Fe2+S4 N/O-Fe2+ Fe3+ 
As-purified 40% 15%    45% 
As-purified + SAM 40% 15%    45% 
Photo-Reduced   60% 10% 15% 15% 
Reduced + SAM   45% 13% 12% 25% 

 
 
the absence and 45% in the presence of SAM), (2) nitrogenous/oxygenous-coordinated 

Fe2+ species (10% in absence and 13% in presence of SAM), (3) tetrahedral sulfur-

coordinated Fe2+ species (15% in absence and 12% in presence of SAM), and (4) a fast 

relaxing Fe3+ species (15% in absence and 25% in presence of SAM). The S=1/2 [4Fe-

4S]1+ cluster was simulated using the parameters obtained for the four-iron ferredoxin 

from Bacillus stearothermophilus.91 The simulation of the tetrahedral-sulfur coordinated 

Fe2+ component used the parameters that are typical for the FeS(Cys)4 center in 

rubredoxin.135 

The Broderick lab found that the anaerobically purified SP lyase to contain iron 

(between 2.3 and 3.1 ± 0.2 per monomer) and acid-labile sulfide (between 2.4 and 3.6 ± 

0.2 per monomer) with content dependent upon preparation. Since SP lyase requires a 

[4Fe-4S] cluster for catalysis, the iron and sulfide contents indicate the presence of 

incompletely assembled [4Fe-4S] clusters. Further, the Mössbauer data presented above 

demonstrated a mixture of cluster states in the anaerobically prepared SP lyase (Table 

3.1). The incomplete cluster content and distribution of cluster states observed in SP 

lyase are likely artifacts of the in vitro purification procedure; such observations are not 

unusual for radical SAM enzymes. It is important to note, however, that upon 
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photoreduction the only cluster species present in SP lyase is the catalytically active 

[4Fe-4S]+ state. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
 
Preparation of XAS Samples 

Iron K-edge XAS samples were prepared in two different ways by the Broderick 

laboratory. The samples were first prepared using SP lyase protein (0.59 mM) expressed 

in Tuner(DE3)pLysS E. coli cells as described above. As-purified samples were prepared 

from the anaerobically purified/dialyzed enzyme in the absence and presence of SAM (3 

mM). Reduced samples were prepared, and SAM (3 mM) was added to the photoreduced 

enzyme as a final step in preparation. A second set of samples were prepared for both Fe 

K-edge and S K-edge XAS measurements for two different synchrotron data collection 

trips using SeMet labeled SP lyase (0.49 or 0.67 mM) and reduced by the addition of 

methyl viologen (3 mM), and SAM (3 mM) was added to appropriate samples. After each 

sample was prepared, ~100 μL was loaded into a XAS Delrin pinhole cell sealed with 

thin (~5 µm) iron- and sulfur-free Kapton tape (Certispec) and frozen in liquid N2. 

 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

The X-ray absorption measurements were collected at Stanford Synchrotron 

Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) under storage ring (SPEAR3) condition of 3 GeV and 

current of 80-200 mA. The iron K-edge XANES and EXAFS were collected on the 20-

pole, 2 T Wiggler beamline 7-3 (BL7-3) equipped with a Si(220) downward reflecting, 

double-crystal monochromator. A 30-element Ge solid-state detector windowed at the Fe 
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Kα emission line was used to collect data as fluorescence excitation spectra. The energy 

was calibrated using the first peak of the first derivative of an iron foil assigned to 7111.2 

eV. During the measurement, the sample was placed in a liquid helium cryostat and 

maintained at a constant temperature of ~10 K. The beamline parameters were optimized 

at 8000 eV. 

The sulfur K-edge XAS data was collected on BL6-2. The measurements utilized 

the 54-pole wiggler beamline 6-2 operating in high field mode of 10 kG with a Ni-coated 

harmonic rejection mirror and a fully tuned, liquid nitrogen-cooled Si(111) crystal 

monochromator. XAS measurements were collected in the energy range of 2450–2740 

eV using an unfocused beam in a He-purged beam path with a multi-element Lytle 

fluorescence. Samples were mounted on a sample paddle at 45º to the incident beam and 

Lytle fluorescence detector and placed in a liquid helium flow, maintaining a constant 

sample temperature of approximately 100 K. The beamline parameters were optimized at 

2740 eV. The incident photon energy was calibrated to the spectra of Na2S2O3·5H2O with 

a maximum pre-edge feature at 2472.02 eV. 

The data is the average of at least five scans before background subtraction and 

normalization. Background correction and normalization of Fe and S K-edge XANES 

was performed using ADRP (Automated Data Reduction Protocol).136 The background 

removal for EXAFS was performed using AUTOBK algorithm,96 implemented with 

ATHENA94 as the graphical interface. IFEFFIT95 and FEFF 8.4,97, 98 implemented with 

ARTEMIS,94 were used to refine and model the EXAFS, respectively. Due to data 

collection issues, the XANES region of the reduced SP lyase samples in the presence of 
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SAM cofactor had to be reconstructed as an average of all available spectra. This 

procedure introduced a less than 5% intensity variation along the rising edge and had a 

negligible small effect for the EXAFS in the k = 0-3 Å−1 region. The structural model 

used in calculation of amplitude and phase information was derived from a combination 

of average Fe…Fe and Fe-S distances of reduced and oxidized [4Fe-4S] model 

compounds9. A non-linear least-squares minimization is used to vary the model and 

optimize the calculated fit to the observed EXAFS.137 Due to the presence of Fe(SR)4, 

[2Fe-2S], and [4Fe-4S] species in the samples that can readily lead to various acceptable 

fits with R(fit) < 15%, the fits were strictly constrained to speciation information from 

Mössbauer data. 

The quantitative analysis of the sulfur K-edge pre-edge features was 

accomplished by considering the concentration of sulfur atoms in various speciations. A 

normalized spline function fit to the post-edge region at 2480 eV was renormalized by 

taking into account the sum of the number of sulfide ions per protein subunit (as 

determined by the sulfide assay), the number of cysteine residues per protein unit in the 

background of selenomethionine, protein concentrations, and the amount of SAM added. 

These all contribute to the height of the edge jump; however, the pre-edge intensities will 

only be affected by the Fe-bound sulfur ligands. The pre-edge intensities have to then be 

further corrected with the total number of Fe centers present in the S-bound form, which 

was taken from the Mössbauer analysis. 
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Computational Modeling 

The 2.77 Å resolution crystal structure of the pyruvate formate-lyase activating 

enzyme (PFL-AE) in complex with SAM and a peptide substrate115 was used to generate 

the initial computational model for the evaluation of the relationship between the SAM 

interaction with the [4Fe-4S] cluster and the Fe…Fe distances within the cluster. While 

the crystal structure resolution is modest, the orientation of the three cysteine residues 

anchoring the Fe-S clusters can be accepted to be chemically reasonable. The electronic 

structured of the computational model were carefully considered by evaluating all 

possible combinations of ferro- and antiferromagnetically coupled [2Fe-2S] rhombs with 

formally Fe2.5+ ions using the GIFA approach.138 Regardless of the initial electronic 

structure and the optimization state or even the presence and nature of a ligand at the 

unique Fe site, the lowest energy spin coupling scheme was obtained when the Fe1 and 

Fe2 centers were coupled ferromagnetically, giving a MS = +9/2 spin state, and this [2Fe-

2S] rhomb was antiferromagnetically coupled with the ferromagnetically coupled Fe3 

and Fe4 centers with MS = −9/2. The Fe1 is the unique iron, and the Fe2, Fe3, Fe4 centers 

are connected to the protein matrix via Cys29, Cys33, and Cys36, respectively. For a 

representative orientation, the rhomb formed by the Cys29, Fe2, and the unique iron site 

Fe1 can be considered to be on top of the other rhomb formed by Cys33, Fe3 and Fe4, 

Cys36. The Cys residues were truncated to ethylthiolate, and the two carbon atoms were 

kept fixed as an approximation for the upper limit of protein constraint. All other atoms, 

including the model SAM ligand, where the nucleotide moiety was truncated to an H 

atom, were optimized at the BP86/TZVP level.139-141 The electrostatic environment of the 
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protein matrix was approximated using a water-based polarizable continuum model142-144 

with a reduced (ε = 10) dielectric constant. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
 
Fe K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopic 

Samples of SP lyase (0.59 mM) were prepared as described above with 

photoreduction carried out to generate the reduced SP lyase. A second set of samples 

were prepared utilizing SP lyase (0.67 mM) in which methionine residues were replaced 

by SeMet; in these samples, reduced methyl viologen was utilized as the reductant. The 

SeMet-SP lyase samples were utilized in parallel Fe and S K-edge XAS experiments. The 

substitution of Met with SeMet eliminated the contribution of protein methionines to the 

S K-edge spectra, thereby enhancing the S K-edge signal from the cluster as will be 

discussed below. The K-edge spectra were reproducible for independently prepared 

protein samples and for data collected during different trips to the beamline. 

The results of EXAFS analysis for the Fe K-edge spectra of four states (as 

isolated with and without SAM and reduced with and without SAM) of the anaerobically 

purified SP lyase are presented in Figure 3.2. Each Fourier transform (FT) of Fe EXAFS 

data (Figure 3.2B) shows two major peaks in the range of 1.5-3.2 Å, suggesting at least 

two different Fe-backscatter shells. The major peak at 2.25 Å corresponds to the Fe-S 

scattering path, where the S originates from both the sulfide and Cys thiolate ligands. The 

momentum (k) space sampling of up to 15 Å−1 and the loss of data quality at around 12.5 

Å−1 limit the resolution of the two different scattering paths in addition to the Fe-S cluster  
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Figure 3.2. Fe K-edge EXAFS of as-purified (black), as-purified in the presence of SAM 
(red), reduced SP lyase (blue), and reduced SP lyase sample in the presence of SAM 
(green). (B) FT of the EXAFS spectra shown in (A). (B) Inset: The [4Fe-4S] cluster of 
HydE (PDB code: 3IIZ) with Fe-S distances at 1.6 Å resolution 
 
 
inhomogeneity. The as-purified and reduced samples each show a major peak with a 

maximum intensity at 2.7 Å corresponding to a Fe…Fe scattering path. The as-purified 

and reduced SP lyase in the presence of SAM has a slightly longer Fe…Fe distance of 

~2.74 Å. Furthermore, as-purified SP lyase shows an additional shoulder on the Fe...Fe 

scattering peak at ~3.0 Å, and the reduced SP lyase shows an additional scattering peak at 

~3.3 Å. These features are observed only when SAM is present and only for the more 

concentrated samples. Modeling of the latter feature of as-purified SP lyase in presence 

of SAM (Figure 3.3B) suggests that it arises from a longer Fe…Fe scattering path, based 

on the phase and amplitude comparison of the back-transformed FTIR window as 

indicated in the lower inset in Figure 3.3A. The alternative back-scatterer assignments 

(sulfonium S, Se, or C/N/O) did not reproduce the phase information. A similar analysis 

was performed on reduced SP lyase in the presence of SAM, and indicated the feature 

arises from a longer Fe…Fe scatter. Fitting results indicated the feature arose from the 

combination of two Fe…Fe scatters at ~3.0 and ~3.18 Å. Computational modeling (see 
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below) suggests that the longer Fe…Fe scattering path results from speciation problem 

with SAM likely binding to two mononuclear Fe sites. 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Fourier Transform of Fe K-edge EXAFS of as-purified (A) and reduced (B) 
SP lyase in the presence of SAM with the EXAFS spectra shown as upper insets. The 
data is shown in black and the fits are in red. The lower inset in (A) shows the 
backtransformation of R range of 2.9-3.3 Å with models of scattering paths 
 
 

The other features of the Fe K-edge data are consistent with the results of 

Mössbauer spectroscopic studies of SP lyase described above. The N/O coordinated Fe2+ 

observed in the Mössbauer spectrum, as well as the peak assigned to Fe…O/N scatterers 

at around 2.0 Å, is likely due to exogenous iron likely coordinated by the histidine tag of 

the SP lyase sample. The < 25% contribution from rubredoxin type Fe coordination 

observed by Mössbauer spectroscopy would show up under the main scattering feature at 

around 2.25 Å in Figures 2 and 3 and cannot be resolved from iron-sulfur cluster signals 

in the Fe K-edge data. However, as discussed below, the sulfur K-edge XANES analysis 

can give complementary information about Fe-S(thiolate) bonding. 

The Fe K-edge XANES for as-purified and reduced SP lyase in the absence and 

presence of SAM are presented in Figure 3.4. The XANES spectra for FeCl2, FeCl3, FeF2 
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and FeF3 are compiled as a reference for the shift in energy position of the rising-edge as 

a function of effective Fe oxidation states or the iron effective nuclear charge seen by the 

Fe core 1s electrons. 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Normalized Fe K-edge XANES of FeCl2, FeCl3, FeF2 and FeF3 (A) and as-
purified and reduced SP lyase in the absence and presence of SAM (B). Samples were 
prepared using 0.59 mM C.a. SP lyase. SAM was added to a final concentration of 3 mM  
(Inset: Pre-edge region of Fe K-edge XANES) 
 
 

The K-edge features are the result of the core 1s → valence np transitions, and 

therefore are very sensitive to changes in the effective nuclear charge (Zeff). As the redox 

state and ligand environment of the iron ion changes, the energy position of the edge 
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shifts due to the change in Zeff of the iron centers. This is well demonstrated by the 

spectral changes in Figure 3.4A for a series of iron fluoride and chloride compounds. As 

the oxidation state goes from a formally +2 to +3, the edge positions shift ~3 eV and ~5 

eV higher for the chloride and fluoride minerals, respectively. Thus, as the formal 

oxidation state of the iron increases, the increased ionization energy of the core electron 

causes a shift of the edge to a higher energy position. Changes in ligand environment can 

be also observed. Going from chloride to fluoride ligands, the energy position shifts ~2 

eV and ~4 eV higher, indicating a change in electron donation for the formally Fe(II) and 

Fe(III), respectively. Applying the same concepts to the protein samples (Figure 3.4B), 

the reduction of SP lyase from the [4Fe-4S]2+ to [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster state is accompanied 

by a shift of ~0.6 eV to lower energy. The energy shift is smaller than in the reference 

compounds because in the clusters, the change in oxidation state is delocalized over four 

irons and the sulfur ligands are also involved in the redox process. The slight spectral 

variations among the oxidized and separately among the reduced SP lyase samples are 

essentially within the resolution limit of Fe K-edge XAS data. The change in spectral 

features of the pre-edge is indicative of electronic structure perturbation upon SAM 

binding that are discussed in more details at the S K-edge XANES analysis. 

The pre-edge features are a result of the 1s → 3d quadrupole allowed transitions 

that gain intensity upon 3d-4p mixing due to the non-centrosymmetric coordination 

environment.145, 146 The reference compounds have ligand field splitting that are all close 

to octahedral coordination geometry with only limited 3d-4p mixing. Thus, the pre-edge 

intensity is due only to the weak 1s → 3d quadrupole allowed transitions.145 The higher 
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intensity pre-edge features of SP lyase are a result of increased 3d-4p mixing of both 

formally t2 sets in the tetrahedral environment of the iron centers. The change in the 

redox state of the iron centers is also well represented by the energy position of the pre-

edge features. It is remarkable that upon SAM binding, the pre-edge feature intensities 

increase slightly (more for the as-purified form). This may be interpreted as resulting 

from the presence of an overall less symmetric Fe coordination, which is consistent with 

the presence of a 3:1 site-differentiated cluster.  

 
S K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopic 

The sulfur XANES of free ligands are presented in Figure 3.5. The sulfur K-edge 

spectra of reference inorganic salts Na2S, NaSH, and NaSCH2CH3 are shown in Figure 

3.5A. The rising-edge region shows a shift in the edge position to higher energies in the 

order of sodium sulfide, sodium hydrosulfide, and thiolate. As discussed earlier,147 the 

positive energy shift is due to increased energy differences between the sulfur 1s and 4p 

orbitals, which directly indicates an increase in the sulfur effective nuclear charge, 

Zeff(S), in the same order. 

The sulfur K-edge spectra of relevant organic compounds of thiolate, cysteine, 

and methionine are compared in Figure 3.5B. Cysteine and methionine show similar 

spectral features as well as similar rising edge energies. Both cysteine and methionine 

indicate higher Zeff(S) as compared to thiolate, with cysteine demonstrating a slightly 

higher Zeff(S) than methionine. This energy change is in agreement with the expected 

inductive effects of an alkyl group. The positively charged SAM displays a characteristic 

high intensity spectrum due to the presence of three unoccupied C→S σ* orbitals and the 
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shift in the binding energy of the core 1s electron in comparison to the neutral sulfhydryl 

group of cysteine (Figure 3.5C). Due to the limited stability of SAM, we have included in 

Figure 3.5C both the freshly synthesized crystalline solid SAM and its solution spectra. 

The lower energy feature at around 2472 eV in the solution sample is due to the 

decomposition of SAM by acid hydrolysis.106 It is remarkable that the S K-edge XANES 

provide a close to 5 eV energy range for spectral features of various sulfur ligands (S2−, 

RS−, RSH/RSR and R3S+), which all have implications in coordination chemistry of SAM 

radical enzymes. 

 

 
Figure 3.5. S K-edge XANES of free S-ligands (A) Na2S, NaSH, NaSEt; (B) NaSEt, 
methionine, cysteine; (C) cysteine, solid and solution SAM(l) 
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The sulfur K-edge XANES for as-purified and reduced SP lyase in the absence 

and presence of SAM are presented in Figure 3.6. All SP lyase samples were carefully 

prepared by removing all exogenous sulfur atoms by purifying and dialyzing the SP lyase 

samples in buffers lacking sulfur atoms and preparing the reduced samples in the absence 

of dithiothreitol and dithionite. In addition, SP lyase was prepared by overexpressing SP 

lyase in B834(DE3)pLysS E. coli cells growing in SeMet media to remove the 

contribution of 11 methionine sulfurs that would contribute to the edge-jump and thus 

reduce the intensity of the pre-edge features of the sulfur K-edge spectra. SP lyase 

contains four Cys residues, three of which are coordinated to the [4Fe-4S] cluster.  

 

 
Figure 3.6. Renormalized S K-edge XANES of as-purified and reduced SP lyase in the 
absence and presence of SAM (A). The renormalized spectra with SAM(solid) subtracted 
(B). Samples were prepared using 0.49 mM C.a. SP lyase and SAM was added to a final 
concentration of 3 mM 

A 

B 
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The total intensity of the pre-edge feature at the ligand K-edge arises from 

transitions from the ligand 1s core level to the unoccupied metal d-orbitals that are 

covalently mixed with the ligand p-orbitals. Contributing to this intensity for the samples 

of SP lyase are transitions from the three thiolates and the four sulfides. SP lyase utilized 

for these experiments was determined to contain 2.3 (± 0.2) Fe and 2.4 (± 0.2) labile S2− 

per protein. Due to the mixed cluster states found in SP lyase, pre-edge peaks for sulfide 

and thiolate contributions are not well resolved. Instead, these features are observed as 

broad envelopes between 2468 and 2472 eV. Despite the low resolution, we can carry out 

reasonable fits to the spectra (Figure 3.7) using previously well documented energy 

positions and fits to the pre-edge features of [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S]148 model 

complexes.69, 149 

 

 
Figure 3.7. Representative fits of the total sulfide and thiolate sulfur contributions to the 
pre-edge regions for oxidized (A) and reduced (C) SP lyase samples with SAM bound (B 
and D, respectively) 
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The oxidized and the reduced forms of the [Fe-S] clusters in SP lyase in the 

absence of SAM were fit using the S K-edge pre-edge features of structurally well-

defined, [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] model complexes by strictly following the cluster 

speciation from Mössbauer measurements, similar to the EXAFS analysis of the Fe K-

edge spectra. The peak linewidths and positions were allowed to vary within ± 0.3 eV 

and ± 0.1 eV, respectively. Figures 7A and C show the residuals (red traces) that can be 

related to the difference of the ligand bonding in the protein bound Fe-S clusters relative 

to the model complexes. The protein bound Fe-S cluster in the as-purified form shows a 

slightly increased sulfide character (~2469.5 eV) at the expense of the thiolate character 

(~2470.5 eV), which can be rationalized by, for example, increased hydrogen bonding 

interactions involving the thiolates vs. the sulfide ligands. Furthermore, the quantitative 

comparison of pre-edge intensities of the models and protein bound complex reveals 

further reduction of the covalency in both the sulfide and thiolate characters of the 

experimentally probed frontier orbitals. The considerably larger changes for the [2Fe-2S] 

component are understandable, since the cluster-binding pocket of SP lyase will be 

incomplete in the case of the [2Fe-2S] cluster and thus allow for solvent molecules to 

interact with the partially assembled cluster with vacant coordination sites (see 

computational studies below). 

Interestingly in the reduced form, this trend is somewhat reversed as the residual 

function will be negative more around the sulfide features, indicating that the additional 

electron added to the cluster will mainly affect the Fe-S(sulfide) bonding. Also it is 

expected that the more reduced state of the cluster will strengthen the hydrogen bonding 
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interactions around the cluster. This is further supported by the enhanced reduction 

between the sulfide and thiolate characters of the reduced synthetic model and the protein 

bound [4Fe-4S]+ cluster (Table 3.2). Notably the reduced slope of the higher energy side 

of the pre-edge feature in Figure 3.7C is also consistent with the presence of a rubredoxin 

type Fe2+ coordination environment, since the corresponding pre-edge feature is expected 

to show up along the rising edge as a shoulder, which would add intensity to the spectrum 

at around 2471.5 eV. 

Addition of SAM to both the as-purified and reduced forms of SP lyase greatly 

affects the lineshape and intensities of the S K-edge pre-edge features (Figures 7B and 

D). The more intense pre-edge feature and the lower energy shift of the sulfide features 

indicate a drastic change relative to the purified form in the absence of SAM. Since most 

of the spectral intensity for the as-purified samples originates from the [2Fe-2S] cluster, 

we attribute the spectral change to a change in the coordination environment of the iron 

sites within this rhomb. As discussed below for computational modeling, it is likely that 

the SAM can coordinate to one of the Fe sites (Fe2 with Cys29 in the model) of a [2Fe-

2S] cluster that is only coordinated with one cysteine. For example, displacement of a 

cysteine with a less covalent amine or carboxyl ligand can enhance the electron donation 

from the sulfide to Fe and thus result in an energetically shifted and more intense sulfide 

feature. The presence of a strongly perturbed coordination environment in the protein 

bound cluster relative to its synthetic model is also represented by the increased reduction 

in the sulfide and thiolate spectral features (Table 3.2) relative to the as-purified form 

without SAM present. 
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Mössbauer data suggest that the addition of SAM reduces the amount of [4Fe-4S] 

cluster present in the reduced form of the SP lyase by about 15%. This is expected to give 

a lower pre-edge intensity (Figure 3.7D) relative to the reduced form in the absence of 

SAM (Figure 3.7C). The increased amount of rubredoxin-like Fe coordination may 

explain the intensity increase at around 2471 and 2472 eV for the oxidized and reduced 

enzyme, but the sulfide feature at around 2470 eV should be lower or at least comparable 

intensity as in Figure 3.7C. These inconsistencies may be resolved by considering again 

SAM coordination to incompletely assembled Fe-S clusters or mononuclear Fe sites with 

thiolate coordination as illustrated below with computational modeling. 

 
Table 3.2. Quantitative break-down of Fe-S composition and sulfide and thiolate 
covalencies in the SP lyase samples (the percent reduction in area are given relative to the 
model complexes) 

 [2Fe-2S]2+ [4Fe-4S]2+ 
 Area, eV Reduction % Area, eV Reduction % 
 Sulfide Thiolate Sulfide Thiolate Sulfide Thiolate Sulfide Thiolate 
purified 0.57 0.24 38% 41% 0.22 0.07 13% 12% 
purified+SAM 0.68 0.31 47% 48% 0.25 0.09 14% 16% 
reduced     0.84 0.35 56% 60% 
reduced+SAM     0.63 0.31 42% 53% 
 
 
Potential Energy Surface Mapping of 
SAM Interaction with [4Fe-4S] Cluster 
 

In order to obtain additional insights about the generality of the observed 

elongated Fe…Fe distance within a [4Fe-4S] cluster upon binding SAM, we carried out a 

density functional theory-based, relaxed potential energy surface mapping study. The 

unique iron (Fe1)- and shortest sulfide (S)-sulfonium (S+) distance was systematically 

varied as graphically summarized in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. Calculated and experimental correlation between Fe1-S+ and S-S+ distances as 
geometric structural descriptors for SAM and [4Fe-4S] interaction (orange diamonds and 
brown triangles represent corresponding distances when S…S+ and Fe1…S+ distances 
were kept fixed; hollow circles represent experimental data with PDB codes (1OLT109; 
1R3019; 2ASH113; 2FB2111, 112; 3CB8115; 3IIZ117) 
 
 

When the Fe1…S+ distances were driven to greater values (represented by brown 

triangles), the S…S+ distance follows a nearly linear trend up to about 3.5 Å, where the 

constrained longer Fe1…S+ distances start detaching the SAM ligand from the unique Fe 

site of the [4Fe-4S] cluster. A similar discontinuity is observed at about the same ~3.5 Å 

distance when the S…S+ distance is driven to greater values and everything else is 

allowed to fully relax. Interestingly, the corresponding distances from experimental 

structures differ slightly from the optimized structures, indicating the presence of varying 

magnitudes of protein strain. While the resolution of the crystal structures differs from 
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3.4 Å (1R30) to 1.62 Å (3IIZ), the overall trend is not expected to be affected by specific 

resolution limit. Another contribution to the deviation between experimental and 

calculated data can also be the accuracy of the level of theory and the completeness of the 

computational model. The BP86/VTZ level of theory has already been shown to give 

acceptable molecular structures,138 and the incorporation of a low dielectric environment 

captures considerable electrostatic effects of the protein environment. The α- and β-

carbons were kept fixed in the calculations corresponding to a maximal steric strain 

imposed by the protein environment to the orientation of the cysteine ligands of the [4Fe-

4S] cluster. Thus, the differences between the optimized and experimental distances can 

be regarded as a first order approximation of how protein environmental effects that were 

not considered in the computational model may tune the interaction between the [4Fe-4S] 

cluster and the SAM ligand. 

The potential energy diagrams for the constrained Fe1…S+ and S…S+ distances 

are shown in Figure 3.9. As expected from Figure 3.8, the experimental distances of ~3.5 

Å fall within the plateau region of a considerably wide range between 3.2 Å and 4.2 Å. 

This indicates that both Fe1…S+ and S…S+ distances can vary within about 1 Å without 

considerable energy change. It is important to consider with respect to the SAM cleavage 

mechanism that even the shortest distance of 3.2 Å is too long for a direct orbital overlap-

based electron transfer from a reduced [4Fe-4S] cluster into the S+-C bond. Due to lack of 

a direct covalent delocalization pathway through the methionine or a direct overlap 

between the sulfonium S and the [4Fe-4S] cluster at longer than 3.2 Å distances, we 

propose that the protein environment will likely have a key role in creating an efficient 
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coupling between the donor and acceptor sites for S-C bond cleavage as well as a gating 

mechanism to control electron backflow for a catalytic vs. stoichiometric SAM activation 

and cleavage. Since the potential energy diagrams rise sharply under 3.0 Å distances, the 

desirable structural modification will require considerable energy for allowing direct 

orbital overlap and thus efficient electron transfer from the reduced [4Fe-4S] cluster into 

the specific C-S σ* orbital of the sulfonium moiety. 

 

 
Figure 3.9. Potential energy curves for constrained Fe1…S+ (brown triangles) and S…S+ 
(orange diamonds) 
 
 

Relevant to the interpretation of our EXAFS data, we evaluated the difference 

between the Fe…Fe distances along these coordinates. We compared and contrasted the 
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the antiferromagnetically coupled [2Fe-2S] rhombs (see inset in Figure 3.10). In order to 

obtain the ground state electronic structure for the [4Fe-4S] cluster, a systematic analysis 

of all possible magnetic coupling schemes was carried out. It was determined that the top 

Ms = +9/2 [Fe1Fe5-2S] rhomb prefers to be antiferromagnetically coupled to the bottom 

Ms = −9/2 [Fe6Fe7-2S] rhomb, regardless of the nature of the ligand at the site 

differentiated Fe site (Fe1). Figure 3.10 indicates that there is more than 0.05 Å 

difference between the Fe…Fe distances within and close to 0.1 Å difference between the 

two ferromagnetically coupled [2Fe-2S] rhombs. These differences in Fe…Fe distances 

are large enough to be experimentally detectable through EXAFS analysis even when the 

mixture of composition in Fe-S cluster states are taken into account. Remarkably, as the 

SAM ligand approaches the [4Fe-4S] cluster, the magnitude of distortion in the Fe…Fe 

distances of the rhombs increases exponentially. 

 
Figure 3.10. Deviation between Fe…Fe distances within ferromagnetically (solid 
symbols) and between antiferromagnetically (hollow symbols) coupled [2Fe-2S] rhombs 
as a function of constrained Fe1…S+ (brown triangles) and S…S+ (orange diamonds) 
distances 
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Computational Modeling of SAM Interactions 
with Fe-S Cluster as a Function Speciation 
 

In order to gain further insights into the interpretation of the EXAFS spectra and 

the chemical adequacy of the fits, we carried out additional computational modeling by 

considering the oxidized and reduced states of the [4Fe-4S] and [2Fe-2S] clusters in the 

presence and absence of SAM as a ligand. The comprehensive summary of the EXAFS 

fits and the corresponding calculated structural parameters are shown in Table 3.3. 

All experimental data shown in the first rows for each sample in Table 3.3 were 

obtained using the speciation information from the interpretation of Mössbauer data. The 

composition of the as-purified form of the SP lyase samples was identified to be 

dominantly [2Fe-2S] cluster (45%, Table 3.1) and [4Fe-4S] with about a 3:1 ratio. The 

mononuclear Fe content was comparable to the amount of the [2Fe-2S] cluster. Thus, the 

observed spectral features both in the Fe K-edge EXAFS and the S K-edge XANES will 

dominantly originate from either the mononuclear Fe site or the binuclear Fe cluster. The 

average Fe…Fe distance from EXAFS analysis appears to be about 0.08 Å longer than 

the calculated distance, while the Fe-Ss and Fe-St distances are remarkably close to their 

experimental values. The Fe-O/N distance shows an even a larger deviation between 

experiment and theory, indicating that the computational models do not capture this 

bonding acceptably well. Coordination of mononuclear Fe (up to 40%, Table 3.1) likely 

to the histidine tag may be a better explanation for the short distance relative to the 

calculated values. 

As discussed above, addition of SAM to the as-purified SP lyase sample does not 

change the speciation significantly; however, a new feature appears at around 3 Å for the 
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Table 3.3. Summary of experimental and calculated Fe-S and Fe-O/N distances from EXAFS analysis (see above) and DFT 
calculations (average distances are given in Å, and n refers to coordination number or redundancy parameter in EXAFS fits; all 
calculations were completed with protein constraints on the Cys ligands from the pyruvate formate lyase crystal structure 3CF8) 150 

sample  Fe…Fe n Fe-Ss n Fe…Ss n Fe-St n Fe…St n Fe-O/N n 
as-purified EXAFS 2.72 1.0 2.19 1.5   2.30 1.5   1.92 0.5 
 2 Fe(III) 5.07 1.0     2.31 1.5 4.39 1.0 2.00 2.5 
          6.03 0.5   
 [2Fe-2S]2+ 2.64 1.0 2.22 2.0   2.30 1.5 4.47 1.5 2.17 0.5 
              
 [4Fe-4S]2+ 2.65 3.0 2.22 1.0 3.87 1.0 2.25 0.75 4.68 2.3 2.08 0.5 
  max:2.70  2.32 2.0         
as-purified EXAFS 2.75 0.5 2.20 2.0   2.25 1.5   1.93 0.5 
with SAM  3.01 0.5           
 2 Fe(III) 3.59 0.5     2.31 1.5 3.82 1.0 2.06 3.0 
          5.77 0.5   
 [2Fe-2S(S,N)]2+ 2.69 0.5 2.23 2.0   2.31 1.5 4.53 1.5 2.17 0.5 
 [2Fe-2S(S,N,O)]2+ 2.71 0.5 2.27 2.0   2.32 1.5 4.47 1.5 2.23 0.5 
 [2Fe-2S(N,O)]2+ 2.47 0.5 2.28 2.0   2.35 1.5 4.69 0.5 2.12 0.5 
 [4Fe-4S]2+ 2.72 3.0 2.23 1.0 3.90 1.0 2.27 0.75 4.72 2.3 2.19 0.5 
  max:2.79  2.33 2.0         
reduced EXAFS 2.72 2.0 2.23 2.5   2.29 1.0   1.94 0.75 
 Fe(II) + Fe(III) 4.65 0.5     2.31 1.5 4.43 1.0 2.02 2.5 
          5.50 0.5   
 2 Fe(II) 4.32 0.5     2.36 1.5 4.53 1.0 2.05 2.5 
          4.86 0.5   
 [4Fe-4S]1+ 2.64 3.0 2.26 1.0 3.88 1.0 2.28 0.75 4.70 2.3 2.17 0.25 
  max:2.70  2.33 2.0         
reduced EXAFS 2.78 1.0 2.25 3.0   2.24 0.75   1.91 0.5 
with SAM  3.00 1.0           
  3.18 1.0           
 Fe(II) + Fe(III) 3.62 0.5     2.35 1.5 4.02 1.0 2.09 3.0 
          5.64 0.5   
 2 Fe(II) 3.10 0.5     2.25 1.5 3.70 1.0 2.08 3.0 
          5.02 0.5   
 [4Fe-4S]1+ 2.71 3.0 2.27 1.0 3.92 1.0 2.29 0.75 4.75 2.3 2.25 0.5 
  max:2.76  2.34 2.0         
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Fe…Fe scatterers that is absent for the sample without SAM. We evaluated the structural 

possibility of SAM coordination to a partially assembled [2Fe-2S] cluster bound in the 

[4Fe-4S] active site pocket. The calculation clearly indicates that the elongated Fe…Fe 

distance cannot be due to the [2Fe-2S] cluster since the longest Fe…Fe distance was 

observed for the [2Fe-2S] cluster with bidentate SAM coordination at an Fe site with a 

single Cys ligand ([2Fe-2S(S,N,O)]2+ row in Table 3.3). The longest Fe…Fe scatterer in the 

bidentate coordinated SAM at the unique Fe site of an oxidized [4Fe-4S] cluster 

approximates within 0.2 Å of the experimental 3 Å. As discussed above, an increased 

protein strain effect that packs the SAM closer to the [4Fe-4S] cluster than what we were 

able to model from the structure of the model pyruvate formate lyase enzyme’s SAM 

binding site could account for the elongation. Similar to the as-purified form of SP lyase 

without SAM, the calculated and experimental Fe-S distances are in good agreement, 

while the Fe-O/N distance was calculated to be too long relative to the average EXAFS 

value. We have also evaluated the possibility of some of the spectral features originating 

from mononuclear Fe sites within the SAM cluster binding pocket where one of the sites 

were coordinated with Cys and three water molecules and the other with two Cys and two 

water molecules. The constraints on the Cys residue positions were maintained as in all 

other calculations. These define a very tight binding cavity and additional water ligands 

would have been pushed into the first solvation shell and thus not considered. The 

considerable reduction of the Fe…Fe distance by 1.5 Å is due to the bridging carboxyl 

oxygen (Ox) of the SAM, which brings the two Fe sites together, while the amine group 

of SAM makes the coordination environment of the two Fe sites approximately similar 
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([ONSSOx] vs. [OxOOSS]). The 3.59 Å is now too long to be considered as a plausible 

source of the longer Fe…Fe scatterer, especially keeping in mind that most of the 

simulated Fe…Fe scatterer distances were too short relative to their EXAFS values. 

The speciation problem for the reduced SP lyase samples is less convoluted due to 

the absence of additional Fe-S clusters other than the expected [4Fe-4S]. However, we 

had to also consider the presence of mononuclear Fe sites due to their considerable 

concentration (40%) in the sample without SAM that increased by about 15% if SAM 

was present. The EXAFS data interpretation and the calculated geometric data for the 

sample without SAM follows the same trends as discussed above for the oxidized form. 

Interestingly, addition of SAM not only alters the speciation by converting about 15% of 

the [4Fe-4S] cluster to mononuclear Fe sites (Table 3.1), but also results in the 

appearance another Fe…Fe scatterer at much longer distance (3.18 Å). By looking at the 

computational results (Table 3.3), we can actually reasonably well assign this to originate 

from two mononuclear Fe sites in the SAM cluster binding pocket that are bridged with a 

SAM (3.18 Å experimental and 3.10 Å calculated) in addition to the elongated Fe…Fe 

distance of the [4Fe-4S] cluster. 

 
Conclusion 

 
 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate the geometric and 

electronic structure of the bound [Fe-S] clusters. When combined with Mössbauer 

spectroscopy, giving the speciation cluster states especially for those states that are 

inaccessible by EPR spectroscopy, more complete information can be obtained from the 
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Fe and S K-edge XAS regarding the geometric and electronic structure of the bound [Fe-

S] cluster. We described here the use of these complementary approaches to provide the 

first structural description of the nature of the iron-sulfur cluster of SP lyase and its 

interaction with SAM. 

Ideally SP lyase should contain 4 irons and 4 sulfides per monomer. The 

observation that SP lyase purifies with less than four iron and sulfide ions per monomer 

indicates substoichiometric incorporation of the [4Fe-4S] cluster. Therefore, when 

studied by spectroscopy, the presence of additional iron-sulfur clusters and even cysteine 

coordinated, mononuclear iron centers need to be considered at the SAM cluster binding 

pocket.  

Mössbauer analysis has provided a quantitative picture of the mixture of cluster 

states present in the as-purified SP lyase, and the conversion of these to primarily [4Fe-

4S] clusters upon reduction. Reductive cluster conversions from [3Fe-4S]1+ and [2Fe-

2S]1+ states to [4Fe-4S]2+/1+ have previously been reported for several radical SAM 

enzymes including biotin synthase,151-153 lipoyl synthase,154, 155 lysine 2,3-aminomutase, 

156, 157 and the activating enzymes of pyruvate formate lyase,158-161 and anaerobic 

ribonucleotide reductase,162 although the physiological relevance of these cluster 

conversions remain unknown. As-purified SP lyase was found to contain 40% [2Fe-2S]2+ 

clusters and 15% [4Fe-4S]2+ clusters. The remaining 45% of iron was attributed to 

adventitiously bound ferric species. The addition of the cofactor SAM did not appear to 

have an effect on the cluster states of the as-purified enzyme as revealed in the 

Mössbauer data. Due to the considerable amount of mononuclear Fe, and [2Fe-2S] cluster 
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content, in our XAS analysis, we had to consider the physiologically non-relevant but 

chemically plausible SAM coordination to these sites. Reduced SP lyase was estimated to 

contain 60% [4Fe-4S]1+ clusters as well as contributions from high-spin Fe2+ species 

(10% N/O coordinated Fe2+ and 15% FeS4 species) and fast relaxing Fe3+ (15%). Upon 

adding SAM to the reduced SP lyase, it appears there may be some non-productive SAM 

cleavage as a 15% loss of the [4Fe-4S]1+ state is observed as compared to the reduced 

spectrum. Due to the about 5-fold excess of SAM, here we also considered the 

chemically plausible coordination of SAM to mononuclear Fe sites at the SAM cluster 

binding pocket. According to the Mössbauer analysis, the [4Fe-4S] cluster is mostly 

converted to the fast relaxing ferric species, although 5% of this spectrum could not be 

identified. This appears to be a more complex change than conversion to a [4Fe-4S]2+ 

state, as expected if SAM cleavage was occurring under physiological conditions. 

Previous spectroscopic studies on radical SAM enzymes have provided a wealth 

of information regarding the requirement of SAM in radical catalysis. Mössbauer studies 

on pyruvate formate-lyase activating enzyme (PFL-AE) presented evidence for the 

interaction of SAM with the unique iron in the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the enzyme.159 

Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy of PFL-AE then revealed the 

direct ligation of SAM to the unique iron of the cluster via the carboxyl and amino groups 

of the methionine moiety of SAM.106, 107 Resonance Raman, Mössbauer and EPR 

spectroscopic studies also provided evidence for the interaction of SAM with the unique 

iron of the [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster of biotin synthase (BioB).163 
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Conversely, a Se XAS study of lysine 2,3-aminomutase (LAM) proposed an 

interaction between the sulfonium ion and an Fe atom of the [4Fe-4S] cluster.164 This 

interaction was deduced from EXAFS analysis of a feature at 2.7 Å, which was attributed 

to the interaction of the Se of SeMet (a cleavage product of Se-SAM) with a cluster Fe 

atom when [4Fe-4S]2+ LAM was incubated with Se-SAM, dithionite, and the substrate 

analog trans-3,4-dihydrolysine.164 However, this feature was not observed when Se XAS 

studies were performed with Se-SAM and PFL-AE or BioB.165 This led to the suggestion 

that this interaction may be specific to the enzymes that utilize SAM as a cofactor rather 

than as a substrate, since it is not a general property of radical SAM enzymes. Our 

computational analysis of the potential energy surface of SAM interaction with the [4Fe-

4S] cluster revealed a critical range of 2.7-3.2 Å for the distance between the unique iron 

site and the sulfonium sulfur that indirectly correlate with the above hypothesis. Because 

these enzymes reform SAM during catalysis, the cleavage products of SAM must remain 

in the active site and therefore may result in a different binding mode of SAM to the 

enzyme. It is important to mention that a recent study by Nicolet et al.117 suggests the role 

of SAM is determined by the relative affinity of the enzyme for [dAdo + Met] and SAM 

and not by the cleavage mechanism itself. Consequently, one of the interests of this work 

was to investigate the interaction of SAM with the cluster of SP lyase. 

Our EXAFS results demonstrate the emergence of a new feature at ~3.0 Å as a 

shoulder on the Fe...Fe scattering feature when SAM is added to both the as-purified as 

well as the reduced enzyme. This feature is only observed when SAM is present and stays 

present if the windowing, k-range parameters of EXAFS data analysis are varied. This 
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shoulder feature fits well with an elongated Fe...Fe scatterer of 3.0 Å relative to the 

expected average Fe…Fe distance (2.72 Å) for a classical [4Fe-4S] cluster with 

tetrathiolate coordination. This observation indicates a longer Fe...Fe distance upon SAM 

binding to the cluster, and the intensity suggests this feature is due to around two of the 

Fe…Fe distances becoming elongated in the cluster. It appears the [4Fe-4S] cluster 

becomes distorted upon SAM ligating the unique iron of the cluster with some Fe...Fe 

bond distances lengthening due to this interaction. Our computational potential energy 

surface mapping study also indicated the distortion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster as a function 

of SAM…[4Fe-4S] cluster distance. It is important to emphasize that this structural 

distortion deviates from the changes expected from the stoichiometric 3:1 site 

differentiation. Upon SAM coordination, the Fe…Fe distance within the 

ferromagnetically coupled, Ms = +9/2 [2Fe-2S] rhomb containing the site-differentiated 

Fe site that is not coordinated by a Cys residue becomes considerably longer relative to 

the other Ms = −9/2 rhomb by about 0.1 Å at 2.7 Å of SAM…[4Fe-4S] cluster separation. 

This increases up to 0.2 Å at around 2.4 Å separation, and drops to 0.05 Å above 3 Å. 

Parallel, the two other Fe…Fe distances involving the unique Fe site also being elongated 

relative to the other Fe…Fe distances by about the same magnitude (0.12-0.09 Å) along 

the antiferromagnetic interaction between the two ferromagnetically coupled rhombs. 

Thus, the SAM coordinated cluster structurally is better described as a 2:2 site-

differentiated cluster. 

To determine if this observation is shared by other members of the radical SAM 

superfamily, we compared and contrasted the Fe...Fe bond distances of the [4Fe-4S] 
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radical cluster in the crystal structures solved for members of this superfamily. Of the 

handful of structures solved for this superfamily [Reference back to the list as in Figure 

3.8], only one (MoaA, resolution 2.8 Å) does not have SAM (or a cleavage product of 

SAM) bound to the radical [4Fe-4S] cluster, making it difficult to determine the geometry 

of the cluster of the other radical SAM enzymes when the unique Fe atom is not 

coordinated. However, from all of the available radical SAM crystal structures containing 

a [4Fe-4S] cluster (resolution range of 1.25 to 2.8 Å), it is apparent that the average 

Fe...Fe bond lengths are longer (~ 0.07 – 0.25 Å) for the unique Fe when ligated by SAM 

than for the other cysteine bound Fe atoms in the cluster, resulting in a slightly distorted 

cluster structure. The difference between the average bond lengths for the unique Fe atom 

and the protein bound Fe atoms in LAM113 (resolution 2.1 Å) are less at 0.007 Å, while 

HemN109 (resolution 2.07 Å) is the only structure to not follow this general observation. 

Interestingly, both of these structures contain [4Fe-4S] clusters with significantly shorter 

(0.14 – 0.32 Å) Fe...Fe distances as compared to the other structures. 

MoaA is the only radical SAM enzyme that has structures solved for both the 

SAM-bound and unbound forms of the enzyme in 2.2 and 2.8 Å resolution, respectively. 

While the coordinatively unsaturated, unique Fe atom has slightly longer average Fe...Fe 

distances than the average protein bound Fe atoms (by 0.03 – 0.05 Å), this distance is 

increased upon SAM ligation (0.07 – 0.22 Å). The distortion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster upon 

SAM binding observed in MoaA suggests that the elongated Fe…Fe distances are 

attributable to SAM ligating the unique Fe of the cluster. Specifically, the Fe3…Fe4 

distance increases by 0.16 Å and 0.22 Å for the two clusters in the protein dimer. The 
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Fe2…Fe4 distance also increases for each cluster of the dimer by 0.09 Å and 0.07 Å (for 

clusters A and B, respectively). The changes in the clusters upon SAM binding MoaA are 

presented in Table 3.4. The observation that two of the Fe...Fe distances become 

elongated upon SAM binding agrees with our EXAFS. The Fe3…Fe4 distance of the 

SAM-bound PFL-AE structure is also elongated at 2.88 Å as compared to the other 

distances in the structure,115 while the HydE SAM-bound structure appears to have 3 

elongated Fe…Fe distances for the unique Fe117 (Table 3.4). 

 
Table 3.4. Variation of Fe…Fe distances in MoaA (1TV7 at resolution 2.8 Å) upon SAM 
binding (1TV8 at resolution 2.2 Å). Distances are given in Å. Cluster numbering as in 
PDB code 3CIW with the unique Fe being Fe4 

Enzyme MoaA MoaA+SAM Difference MoaA MoaA+SAM Difference 
Cluster A A  B B  
Fe1…Fe2 2.71 2.71 0.00 2.72 2.80 0.08 
Fe2…Fe3 2.63 2.63 0.00 2.66 2.47 -0.19 
Fe3…Fe4 2.56 2.72 0.16 2.62 2.84 0.22 
Fe4…Fe1 2.80 2.74 -0.06 2.76 2.82 0.06 
Fe1…Fe3 2.65 2.69 0.04 2.66 2.50 -0.16 
Fe2…Fe4 2.79 2.88 0.09 2.76 2.83 0.07 

 
 

A similar observation was made for aconitase when the unique Fe atom in the 

[4Fe-4S] cluster is ligated by citrate.166 In the coordinatively unsaturated form, the 

average Fe...Fe distances for the unique Fe atom are ~ 0.01 Å shorter than the protein 

bound Fe atoms.167 However, upon ligation by citrate, the average Fe...Fe distances for 

the unique Fe atom are 0.2 Å longer than the average Fe...Fe distances for the protein 

bound Fe atoms, suggesting a slight distortion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster. Several of the 

Fe...Fe distances increase in the S642A aconitase crystal structure in the presence of the 

citrate substrate. The Fe1…Fe2 distance increases by 0.17 Å, Fe3…Fe4 increases by 0.18 
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Å, the Fe4…Fe1 distance increases by 0.23 Å and the Fe2…Fe4 distance increases by a 

remarkable 0.38 Å.  

The Fe K-edge XANES in Figure 3.4 shows two oxidation states for the as-

purified and reduced samples as clearly observed from the different rising edge energy 

positions. The higher intensity of the pre-edge feature for as-purified in the presence of 

SAM may also indicate the distortion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster upon interacting with SAM 

as pre-edge features gain intensity when the symmetry is reduced, and thus Fe 4p orbitals 

are allowed to mix with Fe 3d orbitals. A noteworthy observation of the spectra is the 

small differences in the spectral features between the reduced sample and the reduced 

sample in the presence of SAM. EPR spectroscopy of the reduced enzyme in the presence 

of SAM shows a broadened [4Fe-4S]1+ signal with a striking decrease in intensity.124, 127 

Previous studies have suggested that the decreased EPR intensity is due to non-

productive SAM cleavage, indicating that SAM is reductively cleaved by the [4Fe-4S]1+ 

cluster to produce methionine, 5’deoxyadenosine and a [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster without 

turnover of substrate to product occurring.118 However, a recent study demonstrated little 

dAdo production in the absence of dithionite and substrate, as is the case in these 

samples.127 The spectra presented in Figure 3.4 support that there is no apparent oxidation 

of the cluster upon the addition of SAM to the reduced enzyme. In fact, the addition of 

SAM shifts the features of the rising edge to slightly lower energy, away from the 

oxidized spectra of the as-purified SP lyase samples. This parallels our previous 

observations that the interaction of SAM with the [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster of SP lyase does not 

immediately trigger SAM cleavage and the accompanied oxidation of the cluster.127 
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The sulfur K-edge spectra of free ligands (Figure 3.5) demonstrate a shift in 

energy of the edge position to higher energies, directly indicating an increase in the sulfur 

effective nuclear charge (Zeff). The Na2S, NaSH and NaSEt compounds show shifts in the 

rising-edge region to lower energy values due to lower Zeff as compared to methionine 

and cysteine. Methionine and cysteine display similar spectral features as well as similar 

rising edge energies. SAM displays a high intensity feature ~ 2475.5 eV due to 3 C-S σ* 

interactions as well as a large shift of the rising edge feature to higher energy due to the 

higher Zeff of the S 1s of the sulfonium ion. The lower energy shoulder just below 2474 

eV in the SAM spectrum is due to a partially decomposed state due to acid catalyzed 

hydrolysis giving 5’methylthioadenosine (MTA). 

A straightforward evaluation of the S K-edge XAS spectra for anaerobically 

purified SP lyase (Figure 3.6) was limited by the presence of a mixture of cluster states as 

quantified from Mössbauer spectroscopy. However, combining the biochemical and 

analytical measurements on iron and sulfide loading, protein concentrations, and known 

amount of SAM excess allowed us to extract electronic structural information from the 

data. Using reference spectroscopic data from the literature of structurally well-defined 

iron-sulfur biomimetic compounds and speciation information from Mössbauer 

measurements, we obtained an initial estimate for the reduction of Fe-S bond covalencies 

for the protein bound iron-sulfur clusters. On the basis of fitting the spectral features due 

to the presence of Fe-Ss− and Fe-St(Cys) bonds, we see on average about 40% reduction 

of sulfur electron donation in the [2Fe-2S] clusters, considerably smaller (~15%) in the 

[4Fe-4S] clusters, and remarkably larger (50-60%) when the reduced forms of SP lyase 
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are considered. These changes are chemically reasonable since a reduced form of the 

cluster is expected to show stronger hydrogen bonding interactions due to the increased 

overall electron density. Also, the partially assembled [2Fe-2S] cluster in the SAM 

cluster binding pocket will likely have considerable solvent interaction and potentially 

small molecule/ion binding due to the lack of at least an additional two Fe ions and two S 

ions. Even the about ~15% reduction of Fe-S bond covalency can be related to a 

considerable number of hydrogen bonds or dipole interactions involving both the sulfides 

and the thiolate sulfurs. Upon SAM binding, the spectral features change drastically, 

indicating the formation of a rather different Fe coordination environment than in the as-

purified or reduced forms of the [Fe-S] clusters without SAM present. The most striking 

spectral difference was observed for the SAM binding to the as-purified or oxidized form, 

where both the Fe-sulfide and thiolate bond covalencies increase. We were able to 

rationalize this by considering the large structural changes for a [2Fe-2S] cluster when 

SAM coordinates. While this is physiologically non-relevant, it is a remarkable 

perturbation that we were able to detect experimentally. The coordination of the SAM to 

the oxidized form of the [4Fe-4S] clusters appear to have minimal effect; however, we 

see a reversed trend for the reduced [4Fe-4S] cluster upon SAM coordination as both the 

sulfide and the thiolate bond covalencies decrease. The considerably large change in the 

sulfide may be rationalized by the reorganization of the enzyme’s SAM cluster binding 

pocket; as the large and bulky SAM cofactor binds to the Fe site, the pocket becomes 

more crowded and considerable protein strain may be induced as seen indirectly from the 
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distortion of the [4Fe-4S] cluster geometry. This in turn may packs the cluster closer to 

nearby dipoles or shorten H-bonds, thus resulting in reduced Fe-S donation. 

Overall the combined spectroscopic analysis of anaerobically purified SP lyase 

indicates that the specific interaction of the Fe-S cluster of SP lyase with its cofactor 

SAM as observed by EPR is not due to non-productive SAM cleavage and formation of a 

[4Fe-4S]2+ cluster. The interaction between the cluster and SAM appears to produce a 

slight distortion of the cluster with some of the Fe...Fe distances increasing. This 

observation may extend to other members of the radical SAM superfamily and can be 

critical for reducing the cluster or initiating radical catalysis. Complementary 

computational studies indicate the role of the protein environment in tuning the relative 

position of the redox active cluster and the SAM substrate. An increased protein strain 

pushing the SAM closer to the [4Fe-4S] cluster would facilitate a rapid electron transfer 

from the cluster into the sulfonium-C bond, which upon cleavage may eliminate this 

strain and practically provide a gating mechanism to prevent the electron back-transfer. 

The preservation of protein strain would allow for stabilization of the radical/oxidized 

[4Fe-4S] pair relative to the sulfonium/reduced [4Fe-4S] reaction partners and thus allow 

for catalytic processes to take place.  
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CHAPTER 4  
 
 

NANOPARTICLES 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 

Nanometer scale materials have been the focus of extensive studies in the past 

decade. Due to their unique optical, electronic, magnetic, and chemical properties 

respective to the analogues bulk counterparts, a wide range of research has been done in 

the area of environmental and biological application such as biosensor,168 diagnostics,169 

catalysis,170, 171 and pollution.47 These properties strongly depend on size, shape, 

structure, and composition.172 As a result, part of the past research has focused on 

controlling the synthesis of nanometer scale materials. 

Nanometer scale iron-sulfur systems have become a center of growing scientific 

interest due to importance in hydrothermal vents,46 pollution,47 cancer treatments,48 and 

catalytic applications.49, 50 A simple, controlled synthesis of nanometer scale iron-sulfur 

systems has proven to be challenging. Thus, the structural and electronic properties of the 

nanometer scale iron-sulfur systems are still ill-defined. A variety of approaches have 

been employed to synthesize nanometer scale iron-sulfur particles.51-53 Another novel 

approach is with protein cage architectures including ferritin and ferritin-like proteins. 

This allows for various size-constrained reaction environments to control particle growth. 

In addition to size, temperature, pH, and FeII loading ratio can be used to control the iron-

sulfur particle formation.8  
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In this study, we investigated the iron-sulfur particle synthesized in ferritin to 

determine oxidation state with respect to bulk and synthesized minerals using X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy. An earlier study8 indicated that the nanometer scale iron-sulfur 

particles can be described as Fe(III) sulfide with local structure similar to protein bond 

iron-sulfur clusters. In order to inquire into how minerals and molecular iron-sulfur 

clusters relate to nanometer scale particles, we begin to investigate an ambitiously large 

parameter space with respect to chemical synthesis, composition, size, structure, as well 

as experimental detection method, beamline, and absorption edge. The current XAS data 

set is somewhat limited, and spectra are still missing to complete the work for scientific 

publication. Therefore, this chapter is written more as a progress report than a finished 

technical paper. Although this study is still a work in progress, it taught us important 

aspects about the aging of the precipitates and also of data collection and analysis that 

prepared us for two more complete stories described in Chapter 5 and 6. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
 

The ferric sulfides prepared for this study were formed by the reaction of 

stoichiometric quantities of FeCl3 and Na2S in degassed, anaerobic aqueous solutions at 

room temperature under an atmosphere of N2. The black precipitate was rinsed with 

degassed, anaerobic water until there was no detectable chloride by reacting the filtrate 

with silver nitrate. The sample was dried under vacuum. The ferrous sulfide was formed 

similarly to the ferric sulfide except with the FeCl2 as the iron source. The nanometer 
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scale particles grown in ferritin protein cages were supplied by the Douglas lab, and 

details of the synthesis have been previously published.8, 59, 173, 174  

The X-ray absorption measurements were collected at Stanford Synchrotron 

Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) under storage ring (SPEAR3) condition of 3 GeV and 

current of 80-200 mA. The iron K-edge XANES were collected on the 20-pole, 2 T 

Wiggler beamline 7-3 (BL7-3) and 1.3 T bend magnet beamline 2-3 (BL2-3), both 

equipped with a Si(220) downward reflecting, double-crystal monochromator. Data was 

collected in transmission mode with an ionization chamber before and after the sample. 

The energy was calibrated using the first peak of the first derivative of an iron foil 

assigned to 7111.2 eV. During the measurement, the sample was placed in a liquid 

helium cryostat and maintained at a constant temperature of ~10 K. The beamline 

parameters were optimized at 8000 eV. 

The sulfur K-edge XANES was collected on a 56-pole, 0.9 T Wiggler beamline 6-

2 (BL6-2) and a 20-pole, 2.0 T Wiggler beamline 4-3 (BL4-3), both equipped with a 

liquid nitrogen-cooled, Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. XAS measurements were 

collected in the energy range of 2450–2740 eV using an unfocused beam in a He-purged 

beam path at room temperature with a multi-element Lytle fluorescence. Samples were 

mounted on a sample paddle at 45º to the incident beam and Lytle fluorescence detector 

solids, which were prepared in a glove box, were diluted with boron nitride and ground 

together to minimize self-absorption and then mounted onto a sulfur-free kapton tape. 

These samples, while not extremely air sensitive, were protected from oxidation and 

moisture during sample mounting by a thin polypropylene window. The beamline 
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parameters were optimized at 2740 eV. The incident photon energy was calibrated to the 

spectra of Na2S2O3·5H2O with a maximum pre-edge feature at 2472.02 eV. 

The iron L-edge XANES was collected on a 30-pole, 1.45 T Wiggler beamline 

10-1 (BL10-1) and a bend magnet beamline 8-2 (BL8-2) both equipped with a 6 m 

spherical grating monochromator set to 1000 lines/mm. Spectra were collected in the 

energy range of 660–800 eV using an unfocused beam in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The 

beamline was optimized at 715 eV. Fe2O3 was used as a calibrant with a two point 

calibration on the second feature of the LIII edge and the first feature of the LII edge of 

708.5 and 720.1 eV, respectively. The data was collected in the surface sensitive electron 

yield mode by using a channeltron with 1800 V high voltage and 3000 V collector 

potentials at about an inch from the sample paddle.  

All measurements were collected 2-3 times and averaged. The data normalization, 

including calibration and background subtraction, was carried out using our Automated 

Data Reduction Protocol (ADRP)136 for XANES. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
 
Iron Sulfur Minerals 

The Fe K-edge spectral features are the result of the Fe 1s core electrons being 

excited into unoccupied Fe 3d and 4p orbital-based states that correspond to weak electric 

quadrupole allowed pre-edge and strong electric dipole allowed rising-edge transitions, 

respectively. Therefore, the rising edge position directly reflects the effective nuclear 

charge (Zeff) of the iron center. Due to being a result of a weak quadrupole allowed 
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transition, the pre-edge gains intensity when the Fe 4p mixes with the Fe 3d orbitals, thus 

allowing for the stronger electric dipole transition. In Figure 4.1, two sets of common 

iron sulfur minerals are shown: the ferrous sulfides, troilite (FeS) and pyrrhotite (Fe7S8) 

(Figure 4.1A), and the ferrous persulfides (FeS2), pyrite and marcasite (Figure 4.1B) with 

crystal structure insets. In the ferrous sulfides, the shift to higher energy of the pyrrhotite 

is likely due to iron-to-sulfur ratio less than one. From the pyrrhotite crystal structure 

(Fe7S8), it is clear that the iron deficiency results in both five and six coordinate S atoms. 

Furthermore, the iron deficiency would mean that the formal charge of the iron centers 

would be greater than two, and thus, corresponds to the rising-edge shifting to higher 

energy. Both troilite and pyrrhotite have weak pre-edge features that indicate a slightly 

distorted octahedral environment, which is seen in the crystal structure (inset Figure 

4.1A). In the ferrous persulfides, the rising-edge energy position of the marcasite is 

shifted to slightly higher energy compared to the pyrite. From the crystal structures (inset 

Figure 4.1B), the pyrite is more symmetric than marcasite; thus, the persulfide will have  

 

 

Figure 4.1. The Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of two ferrous sulfides, 
troilite and pyrrhotite, (A) and two ferrous persulfides, pyrite and marcasite (B) with inset 
of their crystal structures 
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better overlap and donate more electron density to the iron center, resulting in a 

centrosymmetric. The increase in the pre-edge intensity of the marcasite suggests more 

Fe 4p character in the metal-ligand bond. 

The S K-edge complements the Fe K-edge and provides direct information about 

the ligand. The S K-edge spectral features are the result of S 1s core electrons being 

excited to S 3p and 4p based states corresponding to the pre-edge and rising-edge 

features, respectively. As in the Fe K-edge, the energy position of the rising-edge is 

directly related to the S effective nuclear charge, Zeff(S). Unlike the Fe K-edge, the pre-

edge of the S K-edge is the result of the electric dipole allowed transition to the S 3p base 

state; since the S 3p is involved in bonding with the iron, the intensity of the pre-edge 

feature directly corresponds to the S 3p character in the metal-ligand bond. In Figure 

4.2A, the rising-edge position of the pyrrhotite is shifted ~1 eV higher energy, 

corresponding with a more positive sulfur. This indicates that the sulfurs donate more 

electron density towards the iron centers, due to the higher oxidation state of the iron  

 

 

Figure 4.2. The S K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of two ferrous sulfides, 
troilite and pyrrhotite, (A) and two ferrous persulfides, pyrite and marcasite (B) with inset 
of their crystal structures 
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centers from the Fe-edge. The two pre-edge features of pyrrhotite are due to the different 

sulfur environments (inset Figure 4.2B) being five (green) versus six (blue) coordinate. 

The first feature is likely the result of the six coordinate sulfurs similar to the troilite, but 

shift to lower energy with respect to the shift in the rising-edge, indicating more oxidized 

irons as seen in the Fe K-edge. The second feature is more intense and shifts 

approximately 0.5 eV higher in energy, likely the result of the five coordinate sulfurs. In 

Figure 4.2B, there is no resolvable difference in the rising-edge energy positions of the 

pyrite and marcasite. But from the iron K-edge, we would expect the marcasite to be 

shifted slightly lower in energy. The pre-edge provides more conclusive information. The 

pre-edge energy position of marcasite shifts about ~0.2 eV lower in energy, indicating a 

more oxidized iron center that complements the iron K-edge. The more intense pre-edge 

of the marcasite is a combination of a shift in the S-S σ* anti-bond and different bonding 

environment. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. The Fe L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of clean troilite (black), 
troilite with oxide layer (blue), and hematite (red) 
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The Fe L-edge provides a unique challenge in both data collection and data 

reduction. Total electron yield detection is used due to the low fluorescence yield; thus, 

measurements are sensitive to surface composition. In the case of iron-sulfur systems, 

this can cause problems if samples are not prepared anaerobically. Therefore, the surface 

sensitive XAS measurement may result in an iron-oxide-like spectrum as shown in Figure 

4.3. Note that the iron oxide is shifted slightly higher in energy, indicating that the iron 

sulfide surface is not completely oxidized. Furthermore, different experimental setups 

and variation in beamline optics cause variation in the background and even relative 

intensities. This presents a problem for data reduction and comparing spectra from 

different beamlines. Overcoming these issues can be challenging and contributed to an 

incomplete data set for the L-edge in comparison to the K-edge data. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. The Fe L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of iron-sulfur minerals, 
troilite, pyrite, and marcasite 
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Figure 4.4 contains the Fe LIII- and LII-edge XANES for troilite, pyrite, and 

marcasite. The L-edge originates from the transition of 2p core orbitals. Due to spin-orbit 

coupling, excitations of the 2p shell electrons split into two edges, where the total 

electron angular momentum (including both orbital and spin contributions) is J=1/2 (LII) 

and 3/2 (LIII), respectively. Since L-edges arise from electric dipole allowed Fe 2p → 3d 

transition, the spectral intensities of pre-edge features are directly related to the 3d 

character in the metal-ligand bond. Furthermore, the shape of the features provides 

insights into the ligand field splitting if not too convoluted by multiplet effects. In Figure 

4.4, the splitting of the LIII-edge features corresponds to the different ligand environments 

around the Fe centers. Troilite has a much smaller splitting than either pyrite or 

marcasite, indicating a more octahedral environment as seen from the Fe K-edge and 

confirmed by the crystal structure. 

 
Synthetic Iron Sulfur Particles 

Figure 4.5 summarizes the Fe and S K-edge XANES of freshly precipitated 

ferrous sulfide and two preparations of ferric sulfide, fresh and aged, where fresh 

Fe(III)2S3 was made freshly before data collection and aged Fe(III)2S3 sat for 

approximately a week before collection. The shift from ferrous sulfide to the ferric 

sulfides is as expected; however, for the fresh Fe(III)2S3, the rising edge position falls 

between the Fe(II)S and the aged Fe(III)2S3. The pre-edge features also show remarkable 

differences. The fresh Fe(III)2S3 pre-edge is intense, indicating that the structure lacks 

centrosymmetry. The aged Fe(III)2S3 has a less intense pre-edge feature, indicating a 

more centrosymmetric iron center, and the broader pre-edge peak could be a result of the 
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Figure 4.5. The (A) Fe and (B) S K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of freshly 
precipitated ferrous sulfide and two ferric sulfides 
 
 
splitting d orbitals. Thus, the different preparations contain a varied amount of Fe(II) and 

Fe(III) with aged Fe(III)2S3 having the most Fe(III). A theoretical study175 suggests that 

Fe2S3 cannot exist separately from pyrrhotite, but must be a metastable phase of 

pyrrhotite. In contrast, an earlier study176, 177 has shown a stable form at low temperatures 

using Mössbauer spectroscopy. So even if the Fe2S3 decomposes slowly at room 

temperature, it is likely that the metastable phase of Fe2S3 is form in the pyrrhotite phase 

during synthesis that slowly decomposes to the more stable iron-sulfur phase over time. 

The S K-edge seems to support this analysis. Figure 4.5B shows dramatic differences 

between the synthesized iron sulfides. Freshly precipitated ferrous sulfide rising-edge 

position is slightly lower than fresh Fe(III)2S3, indicating a more reduced sulfur center, 

and thus less donation to the iron center. Comparing the two Fe(III)2S3 compounds, the 

rising-edge energy position shifts to higher energy, going from fresh to aged Fe(III)2S3, 

and indicates a more oxidized sulfur center. This follows the trend from the Fe K-edge; 

the more oxidized the iron center, the more donation of the sulfur center to the iron 
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center. Comparing the differences of the pre-edge, the ferrous sulfide (Figure 4.5B) pre-

edge is at a slightly higher energy position than fresh Fe(III)2S3, corresponding to sulfides 

coordinated to a less oxidized iron center. The pre-edge feature is also asymmetric with a 

shoulder at approximately the energy position of fresh Fe(III)2S3 pre-edge position. The 

lower energy peak could arise from a sulfur absorber close to a slightly more oxidized 

iron center. More dramatic differences were observed by looking at the differences 

between the ferric sulfide precipitations. The aged Fe(III)2S3 clearly shows two pre-edge 

features and a higher rising edge position. The first feature energy position is 

approximately the same as fresh Fe(III)2S3 pre-edge feature and the shoulder on the 

ferrous sulfide. Due to the similarity with the synthesized and mineral ferrous sulfides 

pre-edge features, the lower energy pre-edge feature could be a result of a sulfide near a 

Fe(II)-like center. Furthermore, this feature may be an indicator of the pyrrhotite-like 

phase. The second pre-edge feature is the result of a more oxidized sulfur. The higher 

energy rising-edge suggests a more oxidized sulfur, and therefore, the peak is shifted to 

higher energy due to the rising-edge shift. The higher intensity is partially a result of the 

mixture of sulfur environments, and thus, the rising-edge of the more reduced sulfide 

increases the intensity. Thus, this supports the conclusion of a mixture of iron sulfur 

phases. Interestingly, the fresh Fe(III)2S3 also has a smaller pre-edge feature (~2472 eV) 

at approximately the same energy position of aged Fe(III)2S3, suggesting that it also has 

sulfurs near a more oxidized metal center.  

The analysis of the Fe and S K-edge show that the synthesis of iron sulfide results 

in different iron sulfur phases. Not even the more stable ferrous sulfide produced a 
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stoichiometric phase. Also, the decomposition of ferric sulfide over time resulted in a 

mixture of iron-sulfur phases. Furthermore, the detection methods could be providing a 

more fascinating picture. The Fe K-edge XAS was collected in transmission mode which 

probes the bulk, and the S K-edge was collected using fluorescence yield detection which 

probes the interface layer between the surface and the bulk.70 Thus, the interface layer of 

the ferric sulfide provides insights into the transition of the phases between the surface 

and the bulk for ferrous sulfide, and the bulk ferric sulfide. 

 
Biomineralized Iron Sulfur Particles 

Figure 4.6 summarizes the Fe (Figure 4.6A) and S (Figure 4.6B) K-edge XANES 

of the bio-mineralized ferrihydrate and iron sulfide cores in ferritin cages (see Materials 

and Methods). In Figure 4.5A, the rising-edge energy position of the ferrihydrate core 

shifts to a lower energy position when converted to a iron sulfide core as expected due to 

the more reducing nature of sulfur. The pre-edge feature of the iron sulfide core is intense 

compared to the ferrihydrate core, indicating a distorted octahedral environment.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. The (A) Fe and (B) S K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of bio-
mineralized ferrihydrate and iron sulfide cores in ferritin cages 
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In Figure 4.6B, the iron oxide core has an intense pre-edge feature around ~2474 eV, 

corresponding to the cysteines in the protein structure. The small pre-edge feature at 

~2471 eV indicates iron bound to the ferritin cage. This means that Fe K-edge EXAFS 

analysis could possibly show the structure of the iron oxide at the core and protein 

interface. The iron sulfide core has a pre-edge feature around ~2470 eV similar to the 

precipitated ferrous sulfide and the ferric sulfides, indicating that at least some of the 

sulfurs are in a similar environment. There is also a small pre-edge feature around ~2473 

eV similar to the pre-edge features of ferric sulfide in Figure 4.5B. This would imply that 

some of the sulfurs are near iron centers with greater oxidation states. The Fe K-edge also 

supports this conclusion since the rising-edge position of the iron sulfide core is about ~2 

eV higher than the precipitate ferrous sulfide (see Figure 4.5A). 

As stated previously, the Fe K-edge XAS was collected in transmission mode, 

which probes the bulk, and the S K-edge was collected using fluorescence yield 

detection, which probes the interface layer between the surface and the bulk.70 Due to the 

size of the ferritin cage (inner and outer diameter of 8 and 12 nm, respectively), the S K-

edge probes the bulk as in the Fe K-edge. Thus, we can exclude the possibility of a 

ferrihydrate core covered by iron sulfide. The Fe K-edge only shows one edge position, 

indicating the presence of only one iron oxidation or more likely irons with very similar 

oxidation states.  
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Conclusion 
 
 

From multi-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic experiments, we have 

demonstrated the power of this technique to draw conclusions about the electronic 

structure of ill-defined synthetic iron sulfur particles. Although there is still much work to 

be done in defining the different features and missing sample sets to compare, there is 

clearly potential for uncovering new insights about their structure, the interaction of the 

Fe-S particle and the biomacromolecules. The understanding of their structure at the 

atomic level may have implications to tailor their properties and to define new methods 

for synthesizing these nanometer scale particles. Through the analysis of XAS, the 

electronic and structural changes can be observed for modified bio-mineralized 

nanometer scale particles. We have shown the possibility to follow the decomposition 

and conversion process of oxidized iron sulfide particle due to its inherent redox 

instability. 

In order to complete this study, we would need to collect the full Fe L-edge data 

set for all samples. Due to sample collection at the Fe L-edge (surface detection), most of 

the Fe L-edge data collected contains an iron oxide surface layer obscuring the electronic 

structure of iron sulfur (exceptions are shown above). This did not affect the other edge 

because of the depth of different detection methods probing either bulk or interface 

layers. Due to the difference in the sample preparations, the ferric sulfide particles need 

to be re-synthesized and collected to confirm the spectral differences. Given the recent 

installation of the variable field, variable temperature Mössbauer instrument, we are now 

in an ideal position to follow changes in oxidation and spin states at MSU and only 
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collect structural data for an optimized set of samples at the remote synchrotron 

beamlines. With only one set of data for the bio-mineralized iron sulfur particles in 

ferritin, we do not have enough data to tell how changing the size of the protein cage will 

affect the mineralization. A series of protein cage sizes would greatly benefit this study in 

determining the electronic structural change as size of the particle changes. Furthermore, 

the same series of protein cages with variation in cage modification would show if 

control over the mineralization electronic and geometric structures could be obtained. 

From this unique controlled bio-mineralization of iron sulfur particles, new insights into 

the effects of size and structure have on linking clusters to minerals. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
 

INVESTIGATION OF EXPOSED PYRITE SURFACE TO 

ATOMIC HYDROGEN BEAM: PART 1. IRON K-EDGE 

 
Introduction 

 
 

Biological2 iron-sulfur clusters178 provide well defined examples of highly 

evolved catalytic systems that are capable of carrying out kinetically challenging small 

molecule activation reactions, such as nitrogen reduction to ammonia or reversible 

hydrogen uptake and evolution in nitrogenases179-181 and hydrogenases,26, 182-184 

respectively. The promise of developing novel catalytic systems that mimic the reactivity 

of metalloenzymatic active sites which are composed of abundant Fe and S components 

has already fueled intense synthetic,9, 185 spectroscopic,11 and structural research.186 In 

addition to their technological potential,187-189 iron-sulfur systems, including particles and 

minerals,62 have also been implicated as the catalytic component in the chemical 

evolution of the building blocks of life.190-193  

As a first step in the investigation of mineral surface defects as functionally 

analogous and structurally related biomimetic systems, in collaboration with Minton Lab, 

we explored the surface modifications created by molecular beams of hydrogen atoms (in 

their deuterated form) on the (100) surface of pyrite (FeS2). Formally, pyrite is composed 

of low spin ferrous iron (Fe(II)) and persulfide (S2
2−) ions. The Fe(II) and S2

2− ions can be 

                                                 
This section contains text coauthor by Li Che, David J. Gardenghi, Robert K. Szilagyi, 
and Timothy K. Minton (2011) Langmuir 27, 6814–6821. 
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considered as a reduced form of the ferric (Fe(III)) ion and the oxidized form of two 

sulfide ions, respectively. The latter are the common biological forms of iron and sulfur 

ions. The reduced metal and oxidized ligand is a remarkable chemical pairing that has 

potential in promoting redox reactions. These ions are organized in a simple cubic 

structure with slightly distorted octahedral coordination at almost 5 degrees (average 

deviation ideal S-Fe-S angles) for the Fe(II) ions. Contrary, there is a tetrahedral 

coordination around each of the S atoms of the persulfide ions. The lattice parameter of 

the crystal is 5.42 Å, with Fe-S and S-S bonds of 2.26 Å and 2.14 Å, respectively.194 

Although Fe in pyrite is typically more reduced than Fe in the biological systems, atomic 

hydrogen has the potential to reduce the Fe sites further and thus to create surface sites 

that mimic the catalytically active form of Fe in metalloenzymes, such as FeFe-

hydrogenases.195 The use of molecular beam techniques allows for energetically 

controlled and systematic creation and probing of surface defects. Such techniques 

provide the ability to bombard a surface with atoms or molecules of known composition, 

directionality, and kinetic energy. Products that scatter from a temperature-controlled 

surface may be detected as a function of their mass, velocity, and scattering angle. The 

observed scattering behavior may be used to infer details about gas-surface energy 

transfer and reactions, as well as chemical and physical transformations on the surface. 

Beam-surface scattering experiments were carried out in Minton’s laboratory by 

collaborator Dr. Li Che with the use of a molecular beam/surface scattering apparatus 

(see Figure 5.1).196-198 An effusive beam containing D atoms and a supersonic beam 

containing N2 molecules were directed at pyrite surfaces, which were mounted at the 
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Figure 5.1. Pictorial diagram of the molecular beam apparatus from Minton’s laboratory, 
configured for beam-surface scattering experiments 
 
 
center of rotation of a rotatable mass spectrometer detector. Products that scattered from a 

sample surface were monitored with this detector. A spinning slotted disk (“chopper 

wheel”) was placed in front of the detector in order to modulate the products and thus 

allow their velocity distributions to be determined by the time-of-flight method. 

A 40 W radio-frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma was used to produce deuterium 

atoms from a mixture of D2 in Ar. The addition of Ar to the D2 gas was needed for the 

production of a stable plasma. The partially dissociated mixture was expanded through a 

0.5 mm diameter orifice to form an effusive beam containing D atoms, D2 molecules, and 

Ar atoms. Control experiments were conducted with the use of an effusive beam 

produced with pure Ar gas in the plasma source. A second beam was used for some of the 

experiments. This was a supersonic beam that was formed by expanding a mixture of 1% 

N2 seeded in H2. 

The samples were cut from natural single crystal pyrite cubes (Logrono, Spain) 

that were purchased from Ward’s Natural Science. The as-received (100) faces of the 

Chopper Wheel

Rotatable Mass 
Spectrometer  for 
Product Detection

N2 Beam Source
Target Surface 

D2 Plasma

Source Chamber
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pyrite samples were used. As the samples are naturally grown surfaces, there are 

macroscopic striations on the surfaces. Native oxides on the sample surfaces were 

removed by dipping the samples in a 1 M HCl solution for 5 min at room temperature, 

followed by a rinse with deoxygenated water. After this cleaning procedure, samples 

were immediately mounted on a sample mount in the main chamber of the molecular 

beam apparatus, and the chamber was evacuated to 2×10-7 Torr. Mounting of the sample 

was carried out by pressing the surface of the sample against a square stainless steel rim, 

with a 9×9 mm window, using a copper backing plate. With this setup, the sample was 

heated with the use of a cylindrical heater inserted into a hole in the copper plate, and the 

sample temperature was monitored with a type-K thermocouple that was screwed on the 

stainless steel mount. The sample temperature could be held at any temperature from 

room temperature to slightly above 200 °C. Samples were typically changed between 

exposures to the D-atom beam, as it was usually desirable to start with a pristine surface. 

Time-of-flight (TOF) distributions were collected by Dr. Li Che of the Minton 

Lab with the use of the chopper wheel. Figure 5.3A shows a representative TOF 

distribution of D2S molecules that scattered from a near pristine pyrite surface after D 

atoms collided with it. In this TOF distribution, the raw signal can be fit with a curve that 

is derived from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of product translational energies at the 

surface temperature of 100 °C.197 This observation indicates that D2S products desorb in 

thermal equilibrium with the surface. It is thus likely that the incident D atoms adsorbed 

to the surface and came into thermal equilibrium before or during the reaction to produce 

D2S. At the atomic level, the D atom may be trapped at an iron or a sulfur site. Reaction 
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Figure 5.2. (A) Representative time-of-flight distribution of scattered D2S product 
detected at a final angle, θf, of 45° when D-atoms bombarded a pyrite surface with an 
incidence angle, θi of 0º, with the surface temperature held at 100 °C. (B) Integrated 
intensity of D2S signal as a function of exposure time to the D-atom beam, with θi = 0° 
and θf = 45° 
 
 
of a formally Fe(II) site with a D atom can result in either formation of a formally Fe(I) 

site and a D+ ion, or an Fe(III) site with a bound D− (hydride) ligand. Given that D2S is 

the observed product, the reduced Fe site is more likely as the D+ ion needs to migrate to 

a nearby S atom and leave its electron behind on the Fe site. A more complete speciation 

map for the variety of species that can be formed is discussed in Chapter 6. As indicated 

from an earlier study,62 creation of the (100) surface may cleave the persulfide bond, 

leaving behind a S− radical anion. This relaxes to a terminal sulfide by oxidizing the 

adjacent Fe center. Reaction of a D atom with a dangling sulfide S is expected to result in 

a reduced Fe site coordinated by a sulfhydryl SD− ligand. The arrival of the second D 

atom would provide further reduction of the formally Fe(I) site or reduction of another 

Fe(II) site, and consequently after D+ migration, the complete cleavage of the S-S bond 

and formation of the D2S product. 
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Figure 5.3. (A) Time-of-flight distributions of inelastically scattered N2, with θi = θf = 
45°, collected after the D-atom exposure durations indicated. Each exposure began with a 
pristine pyrite sample. (B) Intensity ratio of thermal desorption (TD) to inelastic 
scattering (IS) obtained from the time-of-flight distributions in (A) 
 
 

The time dependence of D2S product intensity calculated from integrating N(t)/t 

over the flight time at θf = 45º is shown in Figure 5.2B.197 Notably, in the first few 

minutes, the D2S signal increases and then decreases, roughly exponentially, with 

exposure time. The initial increase can be attributed to sputtering of exogenous 

contaminants from the surface that the acid wash and deoxygenated water rinse was 

unable to remove. Also, a thin layer of contamination may be present, as the samples 

were transferred through air after cleaning and prior to their being mounted in the 

vacuum chamber. The in situ generated fresh surface reacted with the beam of D atoms 

and clearly shows the depletion of surface accessible S atoms in Figure 5.2B. 

The inelastic scattering with a supersonic beam of N2 molecules used to 

investigate the development of surface roughness as D atoms eroded the surface to 

produce D2S. TOF distributions of N2 collected after various durations of D-atom 

exposures are shown in Figure 5.3A. In each case, the TOF distribution of inelastically 
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scattered N2 was collected after a fresh pyrite surface was exposed to the effusive D-atom 

beam for the indicated period of time and then the exposure was stopped. The TOF 

distributions for inelastically scattered N2 typically exhibit two components, which can be 

described in terms of two limiting cases of thermal desorption (TD, slower component at 

longer flight times) and direct inelastic (IS, faster component at shorter flight times).197, 

198 In the TD process, the N2 molecules desorb with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of 

velocities corresponding to the surface temperature, perhaps after becoming momentarily 

trapped on the surface. In the IS process, the N2 molecules scatter directly, after one or a 

few bounces, and only lose a fraction of their incident kinetic energy on the surface. As 

seen in Figure 5.3A, the IS component has a maximum at a flight time near 200 µs, and 

the TD component has a maximum near 400 µs. Before D-atom exposure, the IS 

component dominates, but as the D atoms bombard the surface for longer times, the IS 

component decreases and the TD component becomes dominant. The relative 

contributions of the IS and TD components to the scattered flux have been determined by 

standard means,197, 198 and the ratio of TD to IS scattering is shown in Figure 5.3B. After 

a small decrease resulting from sputtering of contaminants (see above), the ratio increases 

rapidly. The rise in the dominance of the TD component is consistent with an increasing 

surface roughness, which leads to enhanced multiple-bounce scattering at the surface and 

drives the N2 molecules into thermal equilibrium with the surface. The increased surface 

roughness with D-atom exposure has been confirmed by FE-SEM and AFM of the 

exposed pyrite samples record by Dr. Li Che from the Minton laboratory. FE-SEM and 
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AFM images for pyrite surfaces exposed to D-atoms for 0, 5, and 270 minutes are shown 

in Figure 5.4. These images reveal surface roughening on a nanometer-size scale. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. (A1 – C1) FE-SEM images of 2 µm × 2 µm regions of a pristine pyrite surface 
and pyrite surfaces exposed for 5 and 270 minutes to the D-atom beam. The surface 
temperature was 100 °C. (A2 – C2) AFM images of the same samples in A1 – C1. For A2 
and B2, the image size is 5 µm × 5 µm and the z scale is 60 nm. For C2, the image size is 
20 µm × 20 µm, and the z scale is 300 nm. RMS roughnesses are 4 nm (A2), 14 nm (B2), 
and 100 nm (C2) 
 
 

 

Figure 5.5. (A) Time-of-flight distributions of inelastically scattered Ar, with θi = θf = 
45°, collected after the A exposure durations indicated. Each exposure began with a 
pristine pyrite sample. (B) Intensity ratio of thermal desorption (TD) to inelastic 
scattering (IS) obtained from the time-of-flight distributions in (A) 
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Ar. Fresh pyrite samples were exposed to the pure Ar beam for various durations, 

and after a given duration, the exposure was stopped and a TOF distribution of 

inelastically scattered N2 was collected. The TOF distributions of inelastically scattered 

N2 are presented in Figure 5.5. In contrast to the results with the D-atom beam, there is no 

visible change in the shape of the N2 TOF distributions with exposure time. Therefore, 

the surface does not roughen when exposed to Ar alone. Thus it was concluded that Ar 

plays no role in the reaction at the surface or in the development of surface structure. 

These observations have also been confirmed by XAS measurements (see below) by 

showing identical spectra for the control pyrite and the Ar exposed pyrite surface 

samples. The surface roughness caused by exposure of pyrite to the D-atom beam, which 

also contained Ar, must therefore be the sole result of reactions of D atoms with the 

surface. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements at the Fe K-edge (energy 

range of 7-8 keV) were employed to evaluate changes at the atomic scale with respect to 

both geometric and electronic structures from Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 

(EXAFS) and X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) analyses, respectively. In 

order to probe various depths of the surface, we employed three detection methods. The 

most commonly used transmission setup was used to gain information about the structure 

of the bulk for powder samples. Fluorescence detection with an approximate escape path 

in the order of 20-50 nm provided information about the intermediate layer between the 

bulk and the top surface. Electron-yield detection with a shallow escape depth of a few 

nanometers is highly surface sensitive and provides information about the top molecular 
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layer of a surface.70 The combined application of three complementary detection methods 

and employment of both EXAFS and XANES allowed us to uncover structural details of 

hydrogen-atom-modified pyrite surfaces, which showed a remarkable relevance to small 

molecule activation catalysis in biological systems. 

 
Experimental Methods 

 
 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Measurements 

X-ray absorption spectroscopic technique was used to investigate the chemical 

changes on the surfaces that were exposed to D and Ar atoms. XAS measurements were 

carried out at beamlines 7-3 and 4-3 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light Source 

(SSRL) under storage ring (SPEAR 3) conditions of 3 GeV energy and 200-120 mA 

current. BL7-3 is a 20-pole, 2 T Wiggler beamline equipped with a Si(220) downward 

reflecting, double-crystal monochromator. Data was collected in the energy range of 

6900-8000 eV using an unfocused beam. Samples were mounted on a sample paddle at 

45º relative to the incident beam and the 30-element Ge array detector and with a Soller 

slit and a Mn (Z-1) filter. The energy windowing of the detector was carefully adjusted to 

minimize the fluorescence signal due to scattering and other non-Fe Kα emission sources. 

The beamline parameters were optimized at 8000 eV. Transmission experiments were 

carried out for reference pyrite powder ground and mixed with BN in an optimal 

composition for transmittance measurements as determined by using the SAMPLE4 

program of EXAFSPAK.199 BL4-3 is a 20-pole, 2.0 T Wiggler beamline with a liquid 

nitrogen-cooled, Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. Fe K-edge spectra were 
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collected using an unfocused beam in a He-purged beam path with Lytle fluorescence 

and electron yield detectors. The incident photon energy was calibrated to the spectra of 

iron foil at the first inflection point of 7111.2 eV, which was estimated from the energy 

position of the first maximum of the first derivative along the rising edge. The data 

normalization including calibration and background subtraction was carried out using our 

Automated Data Reduction Protocol (ADRP)136 and SixPACK200 for XANES and 

EXAFS, respectively. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
 
Fe K-edge XAS Results 

In order to obtain atomic-level information about both the electronic and 

geometric structures of the modified pyrite surfaces, we carried out X-ray absorption 

spectroscopic investigations at the Fe K-edge using different detection methods that 

probed the pyrite surface at various depths. Figure 5.6 summarizes two sets of XANES 

spectra of structurally well-defined reference compounds of iron oxides and sulfides. The  

 

 
Figure 5.6. Reference Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of reference iron 
oxides (A) and sulfides (B) 
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inset in Figure 5.6A illustrates the origin of spectral features as the Fe 1s core electrons 

are being excited into unoccupied Fe 3d and Fe 4p based states giving rise to weak 

electric quadrupole and strong electric dipole allowed pre-edge and rising-edge 

transitions, respectively. As a result of the considerable difference in the Fe effective 

nuclear charges, the rising-edge features of more reduced Fe(II) compounds are shifted to 

lower energies relative to the more oxidized Fe(III) compounds. In Figure 5.6A, the 

rising edge inflection point of magnetite (7124.7 eV) with a formal oxidation state of 

Fe2.66+ is located proportionally in between those of the formally Fe(II)O (7118.9 eV) and 

Fe(III)2O3 (7127.4 eV) spectra. The analogous rising-edge inflection points of the 

corresponding sulfides, seen in Figure 5.6B, are located at 7117.8 eV and 7126.7 eV for 

freshly precipitated Fe(II)S and Fe(III)2S3 samples. The sensitivity of these XANES 

measurements to the effective oxidation state of the Fe centers is well demonstrated by 

the difference between the pyrite (Fe(II)S2) and Fe(II)S spectra. Due to the presence of 

the S-S bond of persulfide ligand in pyrite, the S atoms can donate less electron density to 

the Fe sites than the dianonic sulfide in Fe(II)S, and thus the Fe sites remain effectively 

more oxidized as reflected by the rising-edge position at 7118.4 eV. The effective 

oxidation state of the Fe in pyrite is slightly higher than in ferrous sulfide precipitate. The 

same trend is valid for comparing the rising edge inflection points of the spectra of 

Fe(II)S (7117.8 eV) and Fe(II)O (7118.9 eV). Due to the higher electronegativity of the 

O than S in addition to the less favorable overlap of Fe 3d and O 2p vs. S 3p orbitals, the 

metal-ligand bonding in oxides is generally less covalent than in sulfides, and thus the Fe 
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Figure 5.7. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra collected in fluorescence yield 
mode for pyrite (100) exposed to the D-atom beam for various times at (A) room and (B) 
elevated temperatures at an exposure time of 4 hr 
 
 
will be effectively more oxidized as reflected by the approximately +1 eV shift of the 

rising edge. 

Figure 5.7 summarizes the XANES data collected in fluorescence detection mode 

for pyrite (100) surfaces as a function of exposure time (Figure 5.7A) and surface 

temperature (Figure 5.7B) at constant room temperature and 4 hours exposure time, 

respectively. Significant spectral changes were only observed on surfaces that were held 

at elevated temperatures when they were exposed to D atoms. For these samples, the 

rising edge was shifted toward lower energies, and differences were observed in the post-

edge energy region (above 7120 eV). The former corresponds to the appearance of more 

reduced Fe sites than those in pyrite, while the latter is an indication of changes in the 

atomic structure of the Fe sites. 

Much more dramatic changes can be observed for the spectra shown in Figure 

5.8B compared to Figure 5.8A, which were collected in electron-yield detection mode. 

These spectra conclusively show the appearance of a highly reduced Fe phase as well as a 
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Figure 5.8. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra collected in electron yield 
mode for pyrite (100) exposed to the D-atom beam for various times at (A) room 
temperature and (B) elevated temperatures at an exposure time of 4 hr 
 
 
complete change in the radial distributions of atoms around the Fe absorbers. The 

considerable difference between the fluorescence and electron-yield data is the result of 

the different probe depths of these detection methods. The approximate escape depth for 

fluorescence radiation is about 20-50 nm, while it is only a few nm for the electron-

yield.70 Thus, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 are indicative of the formation of layered Fe/S 

phases on the top of bulk pyrite that vary in the degree of reduced state. Based on the 

depletion of surface accessible S atoms observed in Figure 5.2, the top layer is expected 

to be fully reduced metallic iron. 

The full energy range XAS spectrum in Figure 5.9A, collected in electron-yield 

mode, and the Fourier-transformed EXAFS region in Figure 5.9B above the ionization 

threshold of the Fe 1s core electrons (approximate Fe 1s core ionization energy position 

indicated by a dashed line in Figure 5.9A) allow for the unambiguous assignment of the 

surface layer, being the same layer as the outer layer of metallic iron powder. In addition 

to the bulk metallic iron, we anticipate a thin passivating layer of iron oxide, resulting 

from exposure to air upon sample removal from the vacuum chamber where the  
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Figure 5.9. Fe K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine-structure analysis of the electron 
yield data of the 4 hr exposed pyrite (100) sample: (A) in energy space and (B) in 
momentum (k) space 
 
 
were conducted, since the XAS data were collected with samples that had been exposed 

to air. 

While this passivating layer is an artifact in our measurements, it is useful because 

it preserves the interfacial layer between the bulk pyrite and the top layer of metallic iron. 

Figure 5.10 provides a first glimpse into the electronic structure of this interfacial layer, 

which was probed by fluorescence detection. In comparison to the metallic Fe and the 

bulk pyrite, the effective iron oxidation state of this layer is in between that of Fe(II) and 

Fe(0). While the crossing of spectra for the metallic Fe and pyrite at 7117, 7122, and 

7133 eV may be interpreted as isosbestic points, no combination of these two spectra can 

reproduce the XANES of the interfacial layer. We tentatively assign the formal oxidation 

state of this intermediate layer to Fe(I) with formal stoichiometry of Fe2S. The findings 

from Fe K-edge XANES and EXAFS analysis thus reveal layered Fe-S phases of the D-

atom beam surface modified pyrite surface. A pictorial summary is shown in Figure 5.11. 

The presence of a reduced Fe-S phase is remarkable due to its catalytic implications. The 
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of the K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra for metallic 
Fe and a pyrite (100) surface that was exposed to the D-atom beam for 4 hr while being 
held at 200 °C 
 
 
catalytically active site of FeFe-hydrogenase, the H-cluster,78 contains a remarkable Fe-S 

cluster that can adopt formal oxidation states that are similar to the observed reduced 

intermediate surface layer of pyrite. The H-cluster is one of the most active catalytic 

centers for the reversible evolution and uptake of H2 at close to diffusion limited rates.27, 

201 Furthermore, the catalytically active Fe-S cluster of nitrogenase, FeMo-co, undergoes 

three or four electron reduction before the N2 substrate can bind, and then it is reduced to 

NH3 with concomitant H2 formation. Although experimentally not yet shown, it is 

plausible from electron counting that one or perhaps more Fe sites of the FeMo-co cluster 

reach low valence, reduced Fe sites during the catalytic cycle. One of the inhibitors of 

biological nitrogen fixation and hydrogen uptake/evolution reactions is CO, which also 

tends to bind to reduced or metallic Fe sites. The analogy of the electronic structure of the 

reduced Fe-S phase to the biologically relevant and important catalytic conversion of 

small, inert molecules, such as N2 and H2, makes the reduced Fe-S phase a highly 

promising catalytic system. 
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Figure 5.11. Pictorial illustration of the layered Fe-S phases of a pyrite (100) surface that 
has been reduced by exposure to the D-atom beam at elevated temperatures of 100 – 200 
°C 
 
 

In addition to possible technological implications, the discovery of a unique 

Fe(I)2S phase is relevant to the NASA Astrobiology Institute’s Mission (Roadmap 

Objective 3 and 7)202 as it relates to the interfacial processes between exposed Fe-S 

containing rocks of the lithosphere and activated molecules from the atmosphere. It is 

plausible that H2O, CH4, and H2 molecules of the Hadean atmosphere could provide a 

considerable source of simple radicals under highly ionizing ultraviolet radiation, and 

hence the exposed mineral surfaces might have undergone modifications to generate 

reduced metal sites that were desirable for activation of other atmospheric molecules such 

as N2, NO, CO/CO2, etc. Formation of a reduced Fe-S phase and its possible role as an 

activated catalytic surface is a credible scenario for prebiotic amino acid formation from 

simple molecules, such as N2, H2O, and CO2. 
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Conclusion 
 
 

From combined X-ray absorption spectroscopic and surface-beam scattering 

experiments from our laboratory and Minton’s, respectively, it has been demonstrated 

that a pyrite surface may react with deuterium (or hydrogen) atoms to produce volatile 

D2S, leaving a roughened and reduced surface. We found that D atoms react with a pyrite 

surface at elevated temperatures (100 ºC and above) and produce D2S product with a 

thermal distribution of speeds. The yield of D2S decreases exponentially with exposure 

time, suggesting the depletion of surface accessible S atoms. The inelastic scattering 

dynamics of N2 on modified surfaces indicated that the surface became significantly 

rougher during the exposure, which was also in agreement with post-exposure 

characterization by FE-SEM and AFM. From control experiments using an Ar beam, we 

unambiguously assigned the source of the increased nanometer scale surface roughness 

as the chemical reaction of D with S atoms and consequently the formation of a metallic 

iron rich surface. Notably, the rougher surface has a larger surface to volume ratio, which 

is an important factor in heterogeneous catalysis. Atomic scale characterization of the 

surfaces using Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic measurements concluded that 

the top surface of the modified samples is identical to that of the metallic iron. The 

intermediate layer beneath this top layer and above the bulk pyrite has been determined to 

contain a previously unknown reduced Fe-S phase, which tentatively was assigned as 

amorphous Fe(I)2S. This reduced Fe-S phase has recently been shown to be catalytically 

active in the Minton laboratory, thus suggesting further studies of its utility and providing 

insights into potentially important steps in the process of small molecule activation.  
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CHAPTER 6  
 
 

INVESTIGATION OF EXPOSED PYRITE SURFACE TO ATOMIC HYDROGEN 

BEAM: PART 2. SULFUR K-EDGE AND IRON L-EDGE 

 
Introduction 

 
 

Iron-sulfur systems have been an intense area of study due to the importance in 

both biology and geology. In biology, iron-sulfur systems are the active center of 

metalloenzymes, and some have proven to be highly catalytic systems such as in 

nitrogenase and hydrogenase. This has fueled research into developing novel catalytic 

systems that mimic the reactivity of biological iron-sulfur clusters. In geology, iron-sulfur 

systems are ubiquitous in nature,10, 11 and therefore, its surface chemistry can have a 

significant effect on its environment, such as pyrite in acid mine drainage.1, 3, 203 Research 

of surface reactivity of iron-sulfur systems has shown that surface defects seem to be the 

active site of the iron-sulfur mineral surfaces.5, 64 The non-stoichiometric sites (defects) 

could potentially have structural and/or functional similarities to biological iron-sulfur 

clusters. Although the iron in biological systems is typically more reduced in iron-sulfur 

minerals, the modification of the surface could create sites that mimic the biological iron-

sulfur clusters. 

To investigate the functionality of these surface defect sites with relation to 

biomimetic systems, the previous chapter discussed a Fe K-edge X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy study of a pyrite surface modified by a molecular beam of deuterium 

atoms.204 The molecular beam experiment allowed for systematic control over the 
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modification of the surface. This experiment showed that the surface sulfur is depleted 

over time, and that overall surface becomes rough with about 100 nm indentations. The 

surface sulfur reacted with the deuterium atoms and produced D2S. From Fe K-edge X-

ray absorption spectroscopy, it was shown that the production of D2S reduces the surface 

to metallic iron, Fe(0), at elevated temperatures, and the reduction does not stop at the 

surface. The intermediate layer beneath the top layer and above the bulk pyrite was 

reduced to a new phase of iron-sulfur, which tentatively was assigned as amorphous 

Fe(I)2S. Figure 6.1 summarizes the modified pyrite layers formed at elevated 

temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Illustration of the layered Fe-S phases of a pyrite (100) surface that has been 
reduced by exposure to the D-atom beam at elevated temperatures 
 
 

To further investigate this remarkable chemistry, we extend the X-ray absorption 

measurements to include the S K-edge and Fe L-edge. Using multi-edge XAS, we 

obtained complementary information and extended our understanding of how the 

modified pyrite surface changes over exposure time. As in the previous study, we 

employed two detection methods, fluorescence and electron yield detection, to probe the 
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intermediate and surface layers, respectively. The combination of multi-edge X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy and complementary detection methods allows us to determine a 

possible mechanism of the reduction of the pyrite surface. 

 
Experimental Methods 

 
 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy Measurements 

XAS measurements were carried out at beamlines 4-3 and 10-1 of the Stanford 

Synchrotron Radiation Light Source (SSRL) under storage ring (SPEAR 3) conditions of 

3 GeV energy and 200-120 mA current. BL4-3 is a 20-pole, 2.0 T Wiggler beamline with 

a liquid nitrogen-cooled, Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. Sulfur K-edge spectra 

was collected in the energy range of 2450–2740 eV using an unfocused beam in a He-

purged beam path at room temperature with a multi-element Lytle fluorescence and 

partial electron yield detectors. Samples were mounted on a sample paddle at 45º and 90º 

relative to the incident beam and Lytle fluorescence detector and partial electron yield 

detector, respectively. Partial electron yield detector was equipped with a nickel grid at a 

45 V collector potential. Solid reference samples were diluted with boron nitride and 

ground together to minimize self-absorption and then mounted onto a sulfur-free kapton 

tape. Modified pyrite samples were place directly on the kapton tape. The beamline 

parameters were optimized at 2740 eV. The incident photon energy was calibrated to the 

spectra of Na2S2O3·5H2O with a maximum pre-edge feature at 2472.02 eV. BL 10-1 is a 

30-pole, 1.45 T Wiggler beamline, equipped with a 6 m spherical grating monochromator 

set to 1000 lines/mm. Spectra were collected in the energy range of 660–800 eV using an 
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unfocused beam in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The beamline was optimized at 715 eV. 

Fe2O3 was used as a calibrant with a two point calibration on the second feature of the LIII 

edge and the first feature of the LII edge of 708.5 and 720.1 eV, respectively. The data 

was collected in electron yield mode by using a channeltron with 1800 V high voltage 

and 3000 V collector potentials at about an inch from the sample paddle. The data 

normalization, including calibration and background subtraction, was carried out using 

our Automated Data Reduction Protocol (ADRP)136 for XANES. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
 
Fe L-edge Results 

As previously shown in Chapter 5, the modified pyrite surface formed layers of 

Fe in different oxidation states. To gain deeper understanding of the structure from 

multiple edge perspectives, we carried out X-ray absorption spectroscopic investigation 

at the Fe L-edge. Due to low fluorescence yield205 at the Fe L-edge, only electron yield 

detector was used. 

The L-edge originates from the transition of 2p core orbitals. Due to spin-orbit 

coupling, excitations of the 2p shell electrons split into two edges, LII & LIII, where the 

total electron angular momentum (including both orbital and spin contributions) is J=1/2 

and 3/2, respectively. For first row transition metals, the LII and LIII arise from the electric 

dipole allowed 2p → 3d transition. This transition is about an order of magnitude more 

intense than the Fe K pre-edge. Therefore, more electronic information can be obtained 

about the Fe 3d character from the L-edge versus the K-edge. Yet, due to the intense pre-
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edge features, the rising edge position is not resolved. Thus, the effective oxidation state 

of the Fe is more difficult to see in the L-edge versus the K-edge. Furthermore, the shape 

of the features permits insights into the ligand field splitting when it is not masked by 

multiplet effects due to orbital-orbital and spin-orbital coupling effects of the Fe 3d 

orbitals and their interacting ligand orbitals. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Reference Fe L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of reference iron 
chlorides and sulfides 
 
 

Figure 6.2 summarizes two sets of structurally well-defined reference compounds 

of iron chlorides and sulfides. In Figure 6.2, the rising edge of the formally Fe(II) and 

Fe(III) iron chlorides are obscured by the pre-edge features, yet the shift in the pre-edge 

features can still be observed. The more reduced FeCl2 LIII maximum is shifted down ~2 

eV compared to FeCl3. The shift is small compared to the Fe K-edge (about twice the LIII 

edge). The analogous shift in the iron sulfide compounds, seen in Figure 6.2, is 

negligible. From the Fe K-edge, we know that the Fe sites in Fe(II)S are slightly more 
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reduced than in Fe(II)S2 due to the persulfide bond; therefore the shift is too small. 

Unlike the Fe K-edge, the intensity of the L-edge pre-edge is very sensitive to change in 

the electronic structure, such as increased number of holes and/or orbital character. The 

Fe(II)Cl2 has a lower overall (including background) LIII intensity than Fe(III)Cl3 due to 

the increase in the number of holes in the 3d orbitals. For Fe(II)S and Fe(II)S2, Fe(II)S 

has a more intense LIII-edge than Fe(II)S2, corresponding to more 3d character in the 

iron-sulfur bond. Also insights into ligand field splitting can be qualitatively determined. 

Both Fe(II)S and Fe(II)S2 show splitting of the LIII-edge, indicating the loss degeneracy 

of the eg orbitals. For Fe(II)S, the splitting is small and thus corresponds to the more 

octahedral environment. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Fe L-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra collected in electron yield 
mode for pyrite (100) exposed to the D-atom beam for various times at (A) room and (B) 
elevated temperatures at an exposure time of 4 hr. (B) contains a reference metallic iron 
 
 

Figure 6.3 summarizes the Fe L-edge data collected in electron yield detection 

mode for pyrite (100) surfaces as a function of exposure time (Figure 6.3A) and surface 

temperature (Figure 6.3B) at constant room temperature and 4 hour exposure time, 
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respectively. The slight variations in the peak intensity in Figure 6.3A are result of data 

collection, background correction, and normalization. Due to the close proximity of the 

edges and the sensitivity to beamline configurations, the Fe L-edge can be challenging to 

normalize. Regardless of the difficulties in data normalization, in Figure 6.3B, more 

dramatic changes are observed when the temperature is varied compared to exposure time 

at room temperature (Figure 6.3A). These spectra conclusively show a complete change 

in the splitting and shift of both edges towards a reduced iron phase (using metallic 

iron(0) as a reference). Because electron yield is a surface sensitive detection method 

(approximately a few nm escape depth70), this confirms the Fe K-edge analysis and 

shows the top layer is a reduced metallic iron(0). Since all data samples were exposed to 

air before XAS measurements including reference metallic iron, we anticipate a thin 

passivating layer of iron oxide.  

 
S K-edge Results 

To further investigate the modified pyrite surface, we carried out X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy at the S K-edge using fluorescence and partial electron yield detection. 

Figure 6.4 summarizes several structurally well-defined reference compounds of sulfides 

and iron sulfides. The inset in Figure 6.4 illustrates the origin of the spectral features as 

the electric dipole allowed transition of S 1s electrons to unoccupied S 3p and 4p based 

states corresponding to the pre-edge and rising-edge features, respectively. The rising-

edge feature is directly related to the S effective nuclear charges seen by donor and 

acceptor orbitals for a given excitation, and thus, the rising-edge of more oxidized HS− 

and S2
2− compounds shifts to higher energies relative to the more reduced S2− 
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compounds. Electron donation of the sulfur has a large effect on the effective oxidation 

state and thus rising-edge. The difference between formal and effective oxidation state of 

the S atoms can be demonstrated by the rising-edge position of the formally HS− sodium 

hydrosulfide (2473.9 eV) and the formally S2− troilite rising-edge position (2474.4 eV). 

Due to the presence of the metal-ligand bond in troilite, the S atoms can donate more 

electron density to the Fe sites compared to the hydrogen in sodium hydrosulfide, and 

thus, the sulfur is effectively more oxidized as seen by the higher rising-edge position of 

2474.4 eV. The same trend is valid for comparing the formally S2− sodium sulfide and 

troilite rising-edge positions with the change that sodium sulfide has only limited 

donation to the Na+ ions, and thus it is the most reduced S compound in Figure 6.4. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Reference S K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra of reference iron 
sulfides 
 
 

Due to the localized nature of the S 1s orbital, the intensity of the pre-edge is 

directly related to the amount of S 3p character in the bonding molecular orbital. The 

pyrite pre-edge feature is a result of the metal-ligand and the S-S bond. The troilite pre-
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edge feature is a result of only the metal-ligand bond. Although it seems that the pyrite 

has more 3p character than the troilite, we know from the Fe K-edge that the troilite 

donates more to the Fe sites than pyrite. Thus, the increased pre-edge feature intensity is 

due to the presences of the vacant S-S antibonding orbital. 

 

  

Figure 6.5. S K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra collected in (A) electron yield 
and (B) fluorescence yield mode for pyrite (100) exposed to the D-atom beam for various 
times and elevated temperatures 
 
 

Figure 6.5 summarizes the XANES data collected in partial electron (Figure 

6.5A) and fluorescence detection (Figure 6.5B) for pyrite (100) as function of exposure 

time at constant temperature. Both detection methods show dramatic changes in the pre-

edge intensity and rising-edge position. The shift in rising-edge position to a lower 

energy position suggests that the S atoms are being reduced. This corresponds to the 

surface sulfur depletion shown with the molecular beam experiment. The persulfide bond 

is broken, leaving behind a sulfide. The considerable difference between the partial 

electron yield and fluorescence detection is a result of probing different depths. The 

partial electron yield detection shows a rapid conversion of the surface sulfur from 
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persulfide to sulfide compared to the fluorescence detection. Comparing the spectra after 

10 minute exposure, the surface is nearly completely converted to the sulfide while the 

interface is still gradually changing. From the Fe K- and L-edge, it was shown that the 

surface of the 2 hour exposure at 200°C was metallic iron that was converted to a 

passivating layer of iron oxide from exposure to the ambient atmosphere. Furthermore, 

the molecular beam experiment showed a depletion of accessible sulfur. Therefore, the 

surface detection technique (partial electron yield) must be detecting inaccessible surface 

sulfurs and/or sulfurs just below the metallic iron layer. The comparison of the ~2 hour 

exposure time of the partial electron yield (Figure 6.5A) and fluorescence detection 

(Figure 6.5A) indicates that the sulfide pre-edge feature is the result of two peaks. From 

the partial electron detection (Figure 6.5A), the first feature is more intense, indicating 

more 3p character in the iron-sulfur antibonding orbital or more sulfurs in that 

environment than in the second feature. The higher energy corresponds to a more 

oxidized iron center which results in better overlap. These features decrease at the lower 

layer (fluorescence detection), suggesting a decrease in oxidized iron centers. The rising-

edge of the fluorescence is also shifted slightly lower in energy (~0.3 eV), further 

supporting the decrease in oxidized iron centers below the surface. 

 
Conclusion 

 
 

From multi-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic measurements, we have 

confirmed that a pyrite surface reacts with deuterium (or hydrogen) atoms to produce a 

metallic iron rich surface, and the intermediate layer beneath this top layer and above the 
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bulk pyrite contains a previously unknown reduced Fe-S phase, which tentatively was 

assigned as amorphous Fe(I)2S.  

 

 
Figure 6.6. Model of the pyrite crystal centered on a single iron with the first coordinate 
shell 
 
 

On the basis of all the previously discussed experimental results in both Chapters 

5 and 6, we propose a chemical reaction scheme based upon a sequence of electron and 

proton transfer events that lead to the formation of sulfides (Figure 6.7) from S K-edge 

XAS and metallic iron (Figure 6.8) from Fe K- and L-edge XAS. The reaction scheme 

was constructed on the basis that the incoming deuterium (or hydrogen) atom can attack 

the pristine pyrite surface at either the metal or ligand, taking into account various 

intramolecular electron- and proton-transfer pathways. Figure 6.6 shows the surface 

environment of pyrite. Each surface iron atom is surrounded by 3-4 sulfur atoms 

depending on surface structure. Each surface sulfur atom is surrounded by 2-3 iron atoms 

and a sulfur atom. Thus, each distal sulfur is a proximal sulfur to another iron. Therefore, 
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the movement of the deuterium (or hydrogen) atom would be to an adjacent iron or sulfur 

atom, and not across several bonds. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. The proposed reaction scheme for the first step, breaking the persulfide bond. 
The branching for each incoming D atom is a result of the two possible binding modes 
(B) and the concomitant electron transfer processes (E). The species seen in the beam 
scattering experiment are colored blue, in S K-edge X-ray absorption measurements are 
colored brown, and in the Fe K-edge seen in red 
 
 

In Figure 6.7, the first incoming D atom (B1) could either bind to the iron or the 

persulfide. The reaction at a formally Fe(II) site could form (E1) either a D− (hydride) 

ligand bound to Fe(III) or D+ ion and Fe(I). The hydride is less likely because the arrival 

of the second D atom (B2) will likely form D2 instead of the product D2S. The D+ ion will 

migrate to a nearby sulfur atom, leaving its electron behind and reducing the Fe site, 

forming a persulfhydryl ligand. In the case of the D atom binding to the sulfur site 

forming S2D2− radical anion, the relaxation (E2) would result in either the reduction of the 

iron site or oxidation of the iron site, breaking the persulfide bond and forming sulfide 

and sulfhydryl ligands. The arrival of the second D atom could react with either the 
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oxidized or reduced iron species. The reaction with the iron site of the reduced iron 

species (B3) could form either (E3) a hydride ligand bound to a Fe(II) or D+ ion and Fe(0). 

The hydride is unlikely due its relaxation back to the D+ ion. The D+ ion will migrate to a 

neighboring sulfur atom, and if it is a persulfhydryl, then it could form the experimentally 

detected D2S and Fe(II)S. The latter Fe-S phase has been detected in S K-edge XAS. The 

reaction with the oxidized iron species (B4) would result in the same outcome: D2S seen 

in molecular beam experiments and Fe(II)S seen in S K-edge XAS. Furthermore, the 

Fe(I) species seen in the Fe K-edge XAS is stabilized at any given point in the 

mechanism because of the surround sulfurs (seen Figure 6.6). 

 

 

Figure 6.8. The proposed reaction scheme for the second step, formation of metallic iron. 
The branching for each incoming D atom is a result of the two possible binding modes 
(B) and the concomitant electron transfer processes (E). The species seen in the beam 
scattering experiment are colored blue, in Fe and S K-edge X-ray absorption 
measurements are colored brown, and in the Fe K and L-edge seen in green 
 
 

In Figure 6.8, the first incoming D atom could either bind to the iron or the sulfide 

(B1). The reaction (E1) at the formally Fe(II) could result in the formation of a hydride 

ligand bond to Fe(III) or D+ ion and Fe(I). The D+ ion is the most likely path due to the 
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formation of Fe(I) that is seen in both the Fe and S K-edge XANES. The D+ ion will 

migrate to a neighboring sulfur atom to form sulfhydryl. Upon arrival of the second D 

atom (B3), the Fe(I) can be reduced to a formally Fe(0) through either binding site, 

resulting in the observed D2S and metallic iron surface. The oxidation of the Fe(I) with 

the reaction with the second D atom (E2) would likely be short lived and relax back to the 

Fe(0). 

The above preliminary mechanistic proposal in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 can be 

probed computationally. A computational model of the active site similar to Figure 6.6 

can be built to model the pyrite (100) surfaces. Then, each proposed site in Figure 6.7 and 

Figure 6.8 could be modeled to determine their stability and thus determine the most 

likely reaction path to form the unique Fe(I) species. Initial model building has been done 

and already demonstrated the applicability for a nitrogen oxide binding study with 

collaborators Schoonen and Strongin.206 
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CHAPTER 7  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

Iron-sulfur systems are ubiquitous in biological and geological environments. 

They range from molecular scale [2Fe-2S] clusters to nanometer scale particles to 

micrometer scale minerals. Across the length scale, each system has a unique effect on its 

biological or geological environment, from simple electron transfer in proteins to the 

production of acid and release of heavy metals. Therefore, understanding the electronic 

and geometric structural properties that give a wide range of reactivity is of great interest. 

The goal of this work is to gain an understanding into the relationship between the system 

size and properties by bridging the different size scales with a single technique, X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful technique to probe the electronic and 

geometric structural information for a wide range of transition metal systems with a 

partially occupied d- or f-manifold. From EXAFS, geometric structural information of 

non-crystalline materials, such as protein iron-sulfur systems and amorphous nanometer 

scale iron-sulfur systems, can be determined. Multi-edge XANES analysis provides 

electronic structural information through complementary information from different 

absorption edges. Different experimental detection methods allow for probing different 

depths of layered systems. Thus, electronic and geometric information of different layers 

can be determined. From this technique, we are able to develop a comprehensive picture 
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of both the electronic and geometric structures of each of the different sized iron-sulfur 

systems from small (molecular) [4Fe-4S] clusters to large (micrometer) minerals. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Our model for change in electronic structure as the geometry and size of the 
systems is change 
 
 

The overarching theme investigated in this work was whether there is a distinct 

separation among the electronic structures across the full length scale of iron-sulfur 

systems. Much of our understanding of this question was developed during the study of 

the nanometer scale particles and micrometer scale mineral surfaces (Chapters 4-6). 

Figure 7.1 summarizes our thinking by presenting a model for the change in electronic 

structure across the full length scale. This model indicates that we consider a continuum 

in going from periodic bulk systems, through surfaces that are embedded into or 

supported by the bulk phase, to non-periodic molecular systems with well-defined 

composition, electronic and geometric structures. The bulk minerals can be regarded as 

well-order periodic materials and are modeled with band structure theory. Upon breaking 

this periodicity, such as considering the surface and/or defect sites, the electronic 

structure deviates from the band structure model and begins to appear more like a 

molecular orbital-based bonding model. Depending on the size and nature of the defect 
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size, we envision the manifestation of the localization of electronic structure in molecular 

geometry by changing metal-ligand bonding, forming more localized cluster of 

interactions than in the bulk. But as the figure illustrates, there is still some overlap 

between the two models. We use this image to demonstrate a gradient change in the 

electronic structure and consequently the geometry as seen from the presence of a stable 

interfacial layer for the D beam exposed pyrite surface as indicated in Chapters 5 and 6. 

We propose that this can be modeled as a large cluster of atoms that has inner sphere of 

bulk-like properties. From the Fe K-edge analysis, we showed that a reduced iron-sulfur 

phase was produced from the reaction with deuterium atoms. Combined with the S K-

edge analysis, the proposed reaction scheme suggests a gradient change in the iron 

oxidation state from a formally Fe(II) through Fe(I) to Fe(0). This analysis of the gradient 

change in phases is supported on the nanometer scale particles (Chapter 4). The S K-edge 

with fluorescence detection, which probes a few tens of nanometers, suggested a mixture 

of the phases and likely a gradient from the core to the surface of the particles. Upon 

separation of the disordered structure of the surface or defect site to a signal cluster, the 

electronic structure can be then modeled with molecular orbital theory and the bulk 

environment modeled with a polarized continuum model (PCM) to represent the 

electrostatic perturbation with steric constraints for the boundary atoms. Thus, a 

comparison across the full length scale of iron-sulfur systems provides rationalization and 

predictions for how these iron-sulfur systems can fill in various structural and/or catalytic 

roles. 
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Figure 7.2. A scheme of the change in size of systems 
 
 

From these insights, we can develop a scheme to describe the change across the 

full length scale of iron-sulfur systems studied in this work (Figure 7.2). At the molecular 

scale, iron-sulfur systems can be treated as clusters of atoms that are ordered according to 

ionic, covalent, and magnetic interactions. Depending on the size of the system, we can 

distinguish among inner sphere atoms that are directly coordinated or covalently bound to 

a central ion or cluster of ions or atoms, or second coordination sphere, or outer sphere 

atoms that are responsible for electrostatic polarization, steric constrains, and limited 

electronic tuning of the inner sphere.  

The interface would be a non-periodic, distorted bulk transitioning between the 

surface and the bulk. The observed reduced Fe-S interfacial phase from Chapters 5 and 6 

is an example of this transition between the bulk pyrite and the surface oxidized metallic 

iron. This remarkable reduced layer indicates that there can be somewhat of an 

independent reactive system under the surface of a mineral that we would best 
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approximate with how the core of the nanometer size particles may behave. Although we 

do not have the full data set yet for the particle size regime, from the discussion of 

spectral features so far, we anticipate spectral signatures that are characteristic to the 

interfacial layer of bulk pyrite. Thus, the interface’s unique properties may be accessed 

through controlled synthesis such as the biomineralization in protein cages as seen for 

iron-sulfur precipitates. 

The studies presented in this dissertation have provided insights into the full 

length scale of iron-sulfur systems. We have demonstrated the potential of X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy to provide new insights into the electronic and geometric 

structure of the full length scale of iron-sulfur systems. Furthermore, we provided a 

model of the full length scale of iron-sulfur systems and laid the foundation for 

developing a computational model that can describe the changes seen for pyrite at the 

atomic scale. As stated in Chapter 6, initial modeling has already been done, and the use 

of the models has been demonstrated for modeling nitrogen oxide binding and simulating 

corresponding IR signatures. These computation models have the potential to provide 

new directions in developing novel iron-sulfur systems that have reactivity similar to 

biological catalytically active sites such as the H-cluster of [FeFe]- hydrogenase26 and 

FeMo-co of nitrogenase.23 
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Future Directions in Data Processing and Analysis 
 
 
Data Processing (ADRP) 

One of the important aspects of studying XAS is assuring that the data reduction 

is systematic, quantitative, and reproducible. Thus as a first step, I have programed an 

XAS normalization procedure named Automated Data Reduction Protocol (ADRP) 

implemented in Excel. This procedure is based upon established protocols for data 

reduction and normalization.69 ADRP calibrates, averages, calculates background, and 

normalizes any number of XAS scans. Calibration is an important step due to changes in 

beamline, optics, monochromators, and variations in the motor steps among beamlines 

and beam times. Fitting the background is a crucial step in data reduction, because it 

corrects for data collected at different temperatures (RT, Liquid N2, and Liquid He), 

beam currents, and detection methods. This step directly affects the normalization. 

Normalization corrects the spectra for different sample concentrations and allows for 

direct comparison of different spectra and quantitative fitting. 

Furthermore, an important aspect of data reduction is determining the background 

of the XANES. The error bars in obtaining metal-ligand covalency from data reduction 

are generally 5-7% for ligand K-edge, which gets much worse (10-15%) for the L-edge. 

Thus, a further objective will be extending the functionality of ADRP in determining the 

background to a more robust background calculation to cover L-edges. One possible 

solution is using progressively improved fits to the pre-edge, rising-edge, and edge jump 

for both LIII- and LII-edges to iteratively find the background. Another possible solution is 

using higher order polynomials to take into account the overlapping edge-jumps of LIII- 
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and LII-edges. An example of the latter was recently formulated by Kennepohl and 

coworkers.207 The analytical formula for fitting n-order has already been derived using 

matrix algebra, and could implement this into ADRP. Alternatively, all the above 

background subtraction methodologies could be implemented and allow for users take a 

linear combination of these methodologies and find the most appreciable option for a 

given problem. The current implementation with test files and stepwise tutorial is 

available at http://computational.chemistry.montana.edu/ADRP. 

 
Development of Multi-Edge EXAFS Analysis 

A recent development is the extension of EXAFS analysis to simultaneous 

analysis of multiple absorbers. The Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 

analysis is the most frequently employed method for extracting structural information 

from X-ray absorption spectroscopic data.208 A serious limitation of the EXAFS method 

is its chemical model dependence. One needs to have a reasonable structural model for 

fitting the set of scattering distances, amplitudes and phases. Even with using a 

reasonable model, the geometric information is limited to radial distribution of atoms 

around a central absorber. Multi-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) approach 

for coordination compounds has an unexplored potential in obtaining complete both 

electronic and geometric structures. Data collection at the metal and ligand atoms K-

edges in the hard (for transition metals), tender (for P, S, Cl), and soft (for C, O, N) X-ray 

energy ranges has the potential to give information about EXAFS scattering pathway 

from both ends. Thus, a simultaneous analysis of EXAFS data obtained for various 

absorbers fortuitously over-defines the EXAFS equation and has a potential for 
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eliminating structural uncertainties, as well as reducing the complexity of the fitting 

procedure. In addition to obtaining reduced model dependence of the interpretation of 

EXAFS fits, there is a possibility for determining atomic coordinates for the absorbers 

and surrounding atoms due to the complementary radial distances among absorbers. 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Fourier Transform of (A) Fe K- and (B) S K-edges EXAFS of Fe2(pdt)(CO)6 
and representative fits from simultaneous analysis with crystal structure30 
 
 

To validate the robustness and accuracy of the method, the multi-edge EXAFS 

analysis was performed on two synthetic analogues of the [2Fe]-subcluster of the FeFe-

hydrogenase, Fe2(pdt)(CO)6 and Fe2S2(CO)6. Both models have well-defined crystal 

structures and are well characterized by numerous spectroscopic methods; thus they are 

ideal for method development. The theoretical phase and amplitudes were calculated with 

FEFF 8.4,97, 98 and fitting was done in IFFEFIT v1.2.11c.95 In order to evaluate the 

benefit of multi-edge EXAFS analysis, both separated and combined fitting procedures 

were carried out. The most reasonable fitting was obtained by linking the single and 

multiple scattering pathways present at both Fe and S EXAFS. Figure 7.3 shows the 

Fourier Transform data in R-space for the simultaneous fitting of the Fe and S EXAFS 
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for Fe2(pdt)(CO)6. Using trigonometry, the positional coordinates of the absorbers were 

determined assuming a symmetrical [2Fe-2S] core (C2v point group). From these 

preliminary results, I can envision great potential for applying this method to biomimetic 

organometallic catalysis and mineral and particle surfaces. Obviously, due to the large C, 

N, and O background the multi-edge EXAFS is not applicable for light atom coordination 

and would only have limited use in proteins, but could advance the field of homogeneous 

organic and organometallic chemistry.  
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